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KEYNOTE SPEECH--PUBLIC RELATIONS

Dr. Stan>ey Bougas
Department of Commerce Library

and The theme of this workshop is public relations as it applies to libraries

adlibrarians. Most of us wonder sometimes what public relations is all
about. Into your library comes a nine year old or a sixteen year old or a
very anxious cadet. Or maybe you get an officer with an urgent problem, and,I depending on how you react with him or her, you interface with them. You're

relating to them publicly. Now, most of us do our public relating mostly
from the top of our heads, unfortunately. We do it as we go along--most
of us.I

How do we do it? Oh, let's put up a bulletin board. Let's put out a
newsletter. Let's talk to our clients when they come into the library.

I do not recall any course in library school that tells us about public
relations. Most of the time we get courses or talks--meetings like this--
which try to give us some insight into it. We have very little material in
the literature. Did you notice that? I don't know how many of you have
geared up for this particular session, but when I was asked to come and

I talk to you I said, "Hey, let's see what's in the literature." In the
1 o1974 library literature index there are approximately 40 books and periodicals

that talk about public relations. Listen to the headings under what we refer
- to as public relations. Number 1: PUBLIC RELATIONS OF LIBRARIES and

Number 2: PUBLICITY. A "See Also" said see also EXHIBITS AND DISPLAYS.
"See Also" JOHN COTTON DANA AWARDS, and that's it. Under each one of those
there were only a few entries.I

You must advertise your library. You must advertise its services and
its collections. So, what do you do right away? Bulletin boards, news-j •letters, talk to your clients.

Selling the Library. Well, there's a law against selling the library,
but we'll talk about what you're going to tell people about your library--
what it can do for them. You ask for improved financial support because
that's what you must have to reach people. If you've got a library and
only $200 in the budget you're not going to get to your clients too easily.j •If you have $150,000, maybe you'll do a better job.

Hard Sell, Soft Sell. Howy do you really make an impression on people?
Do you insist that they check out a book? People come into the library
sometimes just to eat their lunch or read the newspaper, take a little
snooze. You can't force them to check out a book. You can't force them
to read. I think the most important factor in public relations is your
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staff. Are they personable? Do they smile? How nmny times have you gone
on a busikln's holiday, walked into a library, walked up to the desk and you
say, "i'm Stan Bougas from the Department of Commerce Library. How are you?"
They can't be bothered. They're very busy. They don't want to say, "O.K.,
Stan, we'll give you the 5U€ tour." You're lucky if you get the nickel
tour. Smile! That helps people a lot.

Is your staff service-oriented or do they like to chain the books to
the shelves, keep the doors locked? "No, we can't let you lave it because
it's in reference. We locked it up this morning. We won't get it out until
this afternoon." Are they willing to go one or two steps beyond the normal
that you expect from the staff? They're the ones that make or break your
library.

Are they professional? Not professional in the sense--do they have a
Doctor's Degree or Master's Degree. Are they professional in their approach
to the people they are serving? Are they willing to involve themselves in
the particular conmmunity that you're in? You're our post librarians,
scientific librarians, technical librarians, academic librarians. The
military has them all--just as we on the civiian side like to think we
have them all too--all types of librarians. iut are you willing to go
one step further in your approach to your ,ofession?

Another thing--is your staff visible when your clientele come in?

Full Service. When I say visible I don't mean whether they can just
be seen. Are they there to do the kind of job that you, as supervisors and
administrators, hired them to do, or are they just in the library doing what
we call information preservation these days--locking up the books again?
We're supposed to be preserving information, yes, but at the same time
we're supposed to be disseminating it--getting it out.

I think the biggest factor of it all, "Do you like your job or do you
just happen to be in it because suddenly one day a job came along and you
became librarians or information specialists?" Do you like your Job?
That's half the battle, because what happens? No matter what you do about
it, public relations is communication. You're trying to get something to
somebody else and you're going to try to do it in the best way you know how.
Some of us still have the old-fashioned card catalogs. Some of us are even
still catalogers. But with OCLC, BALLOTS, NELINET, SALINET, all that,
cataloging is slowly but surely becoming an art and is no longer really
here. I know that's going to upset catalogers, but eventually, what have
we done? You can push a button now and get catalog cards. So you have a
filer. Boom! You file it. You get book catalogs. I know a lot of
directors and librarians who are waiting for the day when they can take
their catalog--the card catalog, that great big monster in every library--
and just throw it out the window and replace it with a terminal. But then
how do you communicate that information to your readers? This is where
your public relations are going to come in. You are going to have to train
them. Mr. Ger. says something here about educating your clientele and there
was a question, "How do you do that?" Difficultly. It's hard.



iii I Coiivnunicatin• the Services of the Library to Your Readers. How do you
educate thiem? W-11, you can do it ary number of ways. Cnce again--the
bulletin board and the newsletter. We (lid it by running a series of seminars
bnd we still do. Since 1970, we have run 15-20 seminars for the employees
in the Uepartment, and it got to the point where suddenly our productivity
just dropped. No one was filinq cards. No one was shelving books. The
boss started figuring--well, it's time to start zapping the library for
personnel help. You don't need four reference librarians. Why not?
Because our productivity drolived. We started investigating. We found out
that we had done such a gooi job in public relations in educating c'lr
clientele they were using the collection all by themselves. We had overshot
the whole thing. We over-killed. So we had to figure out other wvs of
getting to our clientele to bring to their notice and to our boss' notice
this business of productivity. We even put counters on the telephones, on
the doors to the stacks because we assumed that when they went into the
stacks they were going in there to get a book rather .'han just stretch out

S the shelf and gto s When they went into tha reference room, weSoil th h l rd go to sleep. th y o m, wassumed that they were using the reference collection, and it turned out
that this was exactly what it was. We had educated our readers zo the point

S where they almost didn't need us. Let's not let that get arotond too much.
If they get to know how to use the library too well, a lot of us will be out
of jobs. It became again then a matter of communication. How do you sell
your library--yes. How do you advertise your library--yes. Cmninunication--
introducing them to the library, showing them what it could 6ic for them.

Now, what does tile library do? Well, we have all type-, as I saidj before--technical libraries, scientific libraries, referer..e libraries,
recreational libraries. Most of them in our area are refeten.ce libraries,
and we have to let our people know what we can do for thený.

SI In our program here today we're going to tell you what to do about it.
You'll be told about bulletins, newsletters, all sorts oF wAy5 to communicate
with your clientele. Take them seriously. Because, if you cant comimunicate
with your clientele, you're really in trouble. It makes no difference
Swhether tney are children, students in college or at tile academies, people
who are beyond that and doing research, reading, pursuing their mission.

j You have to help them. And if you help them you'll be surprised hoh it
works on the other foot. They will start helping you. Talk to your
clientele. Take that one step further.

I Now I had exactly 20 minutes, and very often when I'm running a workshop
I get nervous when the speakers take up time that is not allotted to them.
So there's only one other thing i would like to say to you. I haven't seen
a lot of you in almost a year. It's only at events like this that we can get
together and renew acquaintances. That again is public relating. Keep up
your acquaintances. Get to know your colleagues in these next 2-3 days as
if you're going to work for them for the next 362 days of the year because
they can help. You can help each other. Pick up that telephone. Ask for
help. Do a little communicating--one with the other.

i ~8Ii 1:3
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ID)LMllYING COALS AND N[LO

MarylIand State Dvpar tmeilt of 17duca tion
- I Divi sion of Library Dvveloptient arod Services

Pub ilc relaionsiQ or a,ýVerti Si Ihi techni ~B'0s Call be powert ul t ools.
I horefore * weI na( y1e nOhbligajdt.ion to lise, themn prtoper 1). To use them properly
nmy be a dii fficult Lh i ni .o dio, however, i f we ion 't know what we're do ing
reiardln'411ý the .,c t vi ties Lo which we apply tnese techniques. Cons ider the
fo Ilowingj quotationi from a hook, by C . Wes t Churchman:

J "There is no ques ti on that inl out, age there is a good deal
ofturmoil about the mianner i n wh ic h our soc i ety is runll

Probab ly , at no pr ior point in~ the hi story of man heis there
boeen so much discussion about the rights and wrongs of pol ic~y
makers ..

Not. only nas the ci ti.-.en become far more vocal, hut he has
I)O n Manly instanceIs . begun to Suspect that the peopl) e who

maetemajor iecisions tat afec. out livs dont now wathyarvoig They' doin't i.now what they are doing simply
becausc the have no adequa te basis to judge the effects of
thir decisionls."

j fl; cont~en t ion is that these s ta tements are esýpecial ,y true Of public
j~y s , artiulaly libaries; that we don' t know what we are doi ng

because we have no vali d has is for 3udging. the effect iveness of our
act ivities . I would like to present to you a thes is of what a public agency,
part icularly a libhrary,* should he doing; what its purpose should be and the
cont ext in which the concept of effectiveness should be viewed.

I irs t 1 want to lu.. K at, the context in which the concept of effectivye-
ness snoulId be viewed. We all have needs of one k inmd or another. We all
aspire to ahbeter quality of life for ourselves andourfamilies. Thle
concept ot qual ity of 1 i t- provi des an excellent context for viewing pol'

nees. lutem "ualtyof li fe" can be equa ted wvith the term "well-being?"

varioams lifo si tuations . Thle miore positive one's feelings about a situation,
uio oo: _-r one's qult flife wi th respect to that si tuatien. The concept
maI be t~ii uners tandahie if some of the. specific life si tuati ons Are
deSUMiMd Jme researcherd used over 120 life si tuations to di scoverý
correl atio ns wit h one' s perception of overall well-being and identified
12 major life Si tUati ens wh ih most inflenced one' s percepti on of well -being.
These situations are one's feel ings about: (1) oneself. (?) one's family,
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( •, u.ey, (4) . .. t of fun, 15b,) house/apartment, (6) doing things YAiOt
family, (7) time to do things, (8) spare time activities, (9) national
government, (10) noods and services. (11) one's health, and (12) one's job. 3

".veryone needs inforiation. The problem is that infornmation needs do
not exist as universal and objective entities; they are formed by individual
characteristics and environmental circumstances." 4  "The fulfillment of
everyday needs depends, it least in part, on information. Indeed, many
communication theorists postulate information acquisition and its proper
uise as the basis of effective humian functioning. Evidence shows that
information use is strongly relited to an individual's ability to make
decisions, his willingness to t.ake risks, his ability to achieve successful
outcomes, and to his feelings of )ersonal effectiveness.'"5

submit tiat the public l ibrary is the appropriate agency to address
these liformation nleeds, that those needs should be identified in tile quality
of life context, that the individual is the best source of information about
an individual's infornution needs, and that the people's priorities regarding
their information needs should be the library's priorities. I also submit
that other public agencies should have as their goals, helping people to
achieve a bettcr quality of life within their own spheres of activity.

To summarize, I believe that the goal or purpose of a public library
should be: to help people t0 acquire needed inforiiation on which to base
decisions leading to a better quality of life. Note that this goal uses the
quality of life concept as the context for considering information needs and
that it is stated in terms of the people, not the agency.

The reco|mmended pl anning model would then include tne following steps:
(1) Determine needs by qoiný• to the people for their articulation of their
needs either through complete enumeration of the population being considered
or through valid scientific sampling. This process would insure a truly
democratic approach and would be superior to our traditional processes of
tihe administrator's assuming knowledge of needs or of gathering data from
Sinterest groups whicn are probably not representative. Seek the data in the
context of the quality of life Ldncept or for subsidiary libraries, in the
context of problems which the population is encountering. (2) Develop
ocjectives that address identified needs and c.:'e expressed in terms of the
problem to bc solved, not methods to be used to achieve the solution.
( (3) Submit objectives to the people to be served for validation. Do they
believe that thi) objectives are appropriate? (4) Develop alternative methods
for achieving ti;e objectives. (5) Implement the best alternatives; and
(6) Evaluate the results. Were tihe needs met?

I perceive our present situation as being less than idea". Indeed,
I suspect vel:' strongly that, if we don't make changes from withlin the field
of librarianship, changes will be imposed upon us from without. Libraries
historically have been considered to have great symbolic value as public
agencies. A recent Gallup survey in New Jersey6, however, shows a large

Sdiscrepancy between the people's perception of the symbolic value of the
library and their perception of the importance of the library to them
personally. Almost 50 per'cent said that the lack of a public library would
make little or no difference to them. The Coleman Renort suggested that
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"k hooi' i bra r i es may not have mit!Ch i ilf ILIen)ce Onl Student'LS elductionldI
Oit Colle,, . 7 Studies of the impact ot I(-adeniic 1 ibraries on stud-nt
e~duca t Iona' I Ouitcoe C0 uti ý tles""t a "Im11i I ar S ituIa t ionil When thle res ulIt So0f
I ibradry proiram hav l bee lives t i kqa ted uvs i r11k) %tr-Onq MvA I Ua t on procedulreS
the- resulIt , o ft en have been d i sa ppo i nt ti nq. L ud i eS o f I i bixiry perf onnatice
5 Inqes t tha t we re- oxami Ile t rad i t i onlm a tt itudes; t oward 1t bra - management
Al t houqh we ,stress 1 brarý, eduik ati Oiln. tud iV esSUCh as i51.n Q ' S sugge st that
it may wake 1 ittl e difference. Library perforilkince reglardin~g L!Se-S ' ability

to kuet des ired mnaterials or, 4orrec t answers appears to be di sappoi nti ngly
low according to a largo nmbeor of studies .11 , 12, 131j

If this is thle prese~nt situation, how did we giet here? I would like
to sUtgqes t several reasons for our present pl ight as well as offer some

suqe0s t ions on, now to Correct thle s'ituation.

It Neems to file that libraries developed historically as Storehouses
o f ma1dterViaIS . Our approdCnha been, to consi der thle universe Of inlformIation
anld to try to Collect anld put in) Some11 order aIS mu1LCh Of it asI- We Could. Thle
focus of our efforts was the information or- the materials, and we Sought
representativeness )Ir balance of the information. Thle actual use of thle
in foluationl or- materials was Subservient to thle attemipt to colilect as much
asý possible in) anti ci pation of thle grea t di s".0\ rV to which Someone miiight
be 1led as a resul t of havinq read somie obscure book. Al so, as keepers of
thle book~, there Was a hieat tendency to impose our~ view of thle world uponI
thle developmenit of the collection. Af ter all I solneone had to decide whot
w'!s (o0t0 for "thein" and li1br'iiarias , hay i nq al11 that knowl edge around them,
Seemed lotli cal ly the ones to make the decisions.

Manaqeoment concepts from business adminiiistrati on * in wh i ch thle survival
ot the firmn was paramount, were adopted at least inl part. We expressed ou~r
objectives inl terms. of thle Organi za tion; e~.we will prov idt-
service to the people. Thus, if we provided the serv ice, we achivd our-o6
objvc t i ye. The growth of thle di cci p1 me )Ir organi zationalI management
rein forced this approach by aniphasiZi nq p,-ocess ooJecti yes as mleasures of
ef fec t iveneo'Ss.

1The resul 1t of a 11I th is i S tha t Churchiiian 's cri t i c~ i sm s t ill appl, i es, as
i'nuch as, ever and we can't. show that people inl a coninuni ty are any better off
as a resul t of hayvingi a 1 1brarv . We know that people do not, for thle most
part, perceive thle li braryv as a place to get informitioti to help theml solve
prolemPs Oeven th)uhh1 ak t~he 1library could mak substantiail centri but ions inl
t'ha~ a Irea. 14,1 15 We know that one of the librarv's weak-est areas regarding
pei-ple' s perceptions is inl thle area of self education'`16, 17 even tiiough thle
1 iuirary went through a " peoplec's universi ty" phase. We also know that
libraries keep e''i idi 11( larger and 1 arqjer facil1i ties to store materi al s
although studies1 8' 19, M0 show that in many libraries, a large proportion
Of thle collectionl could be discarded or- stored and ulsers Still Could get
thle inateriecl s that they want.

Consider then, if you Will , Some suggestions for changing things so
that we Will know what we are doing; what thle effects, of our decisions are.I



I First, we should go to the people for their expression of their needs
and not accept our perceptions of what their needs are. Client needs, as
perceived by cli'nts and as perceived by the professional serving them, are
not congruent. 2 1 I would suggest using surveys as a method of obtaining
information regarding client needs. For random samples of the population
seeking information needs related to the quality of life, I suggest that
librarians call on social scientists for assistance. For smaller groups,
especially with special libraries, one might try interviews of clients
concerning problems relating to their work, if it is one's function to

I support them in that area. I have seen much hesitance among librarians to
investigate information needs and to evaluate the results of their activities
because of the time and effort involved. I hope that my earlier comments
have raised enough of a doubt in your mind that you will be interested in
ascertaining whether what you are doing is effective or not.

Second, I believe that we must look at the library's sphere of
activities as providing information and concentrate on content, not format,
of information sources. Many of the best sources of needed information
don't come in book form nor are they easily accessible through traditional

ji• library channels.

Third, we should learn to express objectives properly as outcome
situations. If our purpose is to help people to achieve a better quality
of life, then our objectives must be expressed in terms of the people, notii in terms of our organization. For example, if a teacher states that his
objective today is to teach the 20 pupils in his class to add 2 + 2

{correctly, if he stands in front of the class for the full period and in
his best style, teaches them that 2 - 2 = 4, then he has achieved his
objective. If half of the class, upon leaving, incorrectly answers that
2 + 2 = 5, that fact does not interfere with the teacher's accomplishment
of his objective. He stated it in terms of completing an activity; he
completed it; therefore, he accomplished his objective. On the other hand,
had he stated that his objective today is to help the 20 pupils in his class
to acquire the knowledge that 2 + 2 = 4; if he teaches in the same manner
and only 10 students are able, upon completion of the class, to correctly
answer the problem, then the teacher did not achieve his objective. The
distinction between the two objectives is subtle but extremely important.
I submit that the failure to observe this distinction has been largely
responsible for libraries' and other public agencies' failure to address

effectiveness in their activities. We must remember that our libraries
exist primarily to help people to acquire needed information. Therefore,
we must look to the people to discover whether they actually acquired the
information.

Fourth, we should allocate some time for becoming acquainted with
research in the library field and related fields that have strong implications
for libraries, such as sociology, education, Dublic administration, etc.

This workshop session today is concerned with public relations. I

* would like you to consider the comments I've made as a precondition of the
application of any publicity or advertising program. Many publicity
techniques have been shown to be effective. Thus, it is important that

7
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you apply them to things that matter, to activities that relate to an
agency's effectiveness. It does us no good to develop the mcst spectacular
of answers if we have not addressed the right questions.

lChurchman, C. West, The_-ystems Approach, Dell, 1968, p). vii. I
2Andrews, Frank M. and Withey, Stephen B., Developing Measures of

Perceived Life Quality: "Results from Several National Surveys," Social
Indicators Research I (1974), pp. 1-26.

3Ibid., pp 18-20.

4 Task Force on Information and Information Needs, Sylvia Faibisoff,
Chairman, An Introduction to Information and Informaktion Needs: Concepts
and Readings, Syracuse University, Center for the Study of Information and
Education, 1973.

5Dervin, Brenda, "Information Needs of Urban Residents: A Conceptual
Context," In Warner, Edward S. , et. al . , Information Needs of Urban
Residents, Westat, Inc., 1973, p. 10.

6Gallup Organization, Inc., The Use of and Attitudes toward Libraries
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WII

PUBLICITY TOOLS

Jeff Fieldo~g
Baltimore County Public Libraries

iThe Baltimore County Library is one of the largest and least known
libraries in tne country. We circulate in 17 branches just under 7 million
books a year. We're a high use library. We have the largest circulation
in Maryland. We're also about the eighth largest in the country in
circulation.

I know one person here who knows my boss, Charlie Robinson. He's kind
of wild and a nice guy to work for. He realized 10 years ago that it might
be a good idea to get somebody who had experience in public relations to
handle tile job for the writer. So he wrote to me and told me if I knew
of anyone who was qualified for trie job, and i wrote back and said I was
the only one. So that was that which was very nice, and I've been happy
ever after.

Now, we'll go into the tools. That's what I'm here to talk about--the
publicity toGls. The main ones that I use are radio, te!hvision, newsletters
for patrons, staff notes, booklets, posters, and last of all--the library is
tile place to note because it knows. That one is very important and I'll get

First of all--newspapers. I think most of %ou probably work with base
newspapers rather than tile public. press but the same rules apply. When
you're writing for newspapers, you write the stories in the news.paper
fashion. Tile first paragra,.ph has to be the who, what, where and song.
You need all your information in there. No mitter how brief, it should
be in tnat first paragraph. From then on, yju develop those points through
your story--adding otner things. The reason you do this is that newspapers,
when they're making up the paper, cut from the bottom. They keep hacking up
from the bottom of the story to fIt the space that they have, and if you end
up witn one paragraph you still have your story. It's very important that ]
you do it that way; otherwise, if you invert your stories they're going to
have the lead that doesn't mean anything and your people end up wondering
what's this all about because they cut the rest of the story out. So
always write your stories from the top down--what it's all about. The
base library will have a movie, such and such a day, such and such a time--
that sort of thing. Get it right in the beginning.

lMy stories all sound the same. When my press releases go down to the
newspapers, I get word back, "For God's sake, can't you change your leads?"
What am I going to change them, to? They say the same thing every week that
I'm writing about, practically. Occasionally, I get a break and I'm able
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to write about different things. But mainly I'm writing about the programs
and the activities of tile library.

I One other reason for writing stories like that is if you send tihe same
story to the radio and television stations. I do. I don't write separate

stuff for radio and television. You don't have time usually. Thre bestthing is to send the same tihing. If a story is written properly, all the

announcer has to do is take tile first paragraph, read it, and that's it.
You've got your announcement on tle air and that's all you want. That's
all you're going to get anyway--30 seconds or one minute. So, if you have
tile correct lead on your story, the correct paragraph, it's there for

everyone. One of the things I do get from my staff is, "Oh, when you send
this news release out, will you send it to the radio stations and the
television stations?" I say, "Yes, I always do." Then they come back
with, "Well, I never hear anything onl the radio." "O.K.," I say, "what
stations do you listen to?" They tell me and then I go into the usual

ithing. "Do you listen to that station 24 hours a day if it's a 24-hours-a-
day station?" No. "Do you watch all the television stations all day long
and all night long?" No. "Well, how can you tell me that these things are
not on tile radio and television?" You'll find actually that the commercial
stations do use a lot of material from libraries. The trouble is you can't
always be listening at the time they have it on. So you have to rely on
friends to tell you that they've heard it or they've seen a conikercial on
television. Newspapers, on the o er hand--you can just open tile paper any
time you like and go through it and find your story if it's in. If it isn't
you don't find it, but at least you know whether it got in or not. Radio and
television. With radio and television that is about the best. you can
do. if you have a radio or television station ono the base, you can prbably
do better than we can with the coml ercial stations, especially if you talk
to the station manager and con him into getting you a good break in ti..e.
So often with tihe cosmnercial stations people say, "Why don't you produce
a program on television?" Great ideal You know, nobody else thought of
this before. Not really. Tile trouble is this. I found that with our
program onl the Walter's Art Gailery that if you spend your time, effort,
money in producing a hal f-hou," program for television, they will invariably
put it on prime time, which to them is called a public service think), onISaturday or Sunday afternoon opposite thle World Series or the Super Bowl.
Obviously, you're going to w. ste a lot of time and talent on things like
thiis. Either that or they tUpe it earlier and do what they did to us one
time. We had moved up to one of the stations in Baltimore several hundred
thousand dollars worth of art--Alfred Jake Miller's works on the early West.
The Curator of Education had spent a lot of time writing up th-e script.

SThey put it on videotape. Beautiful presentation! Noon on Saturday was
when it first came oil. I curned on the television and they had a small art
gallery program on (like tile Washington National Gallery). So I called up
the station to find out what had happened. Somebody had erased the tape andI they had to use a replacement. And there, what should we do? Television
basically is too much trouble to get too involved in. This summer we did
get a grant through tile State of Maryland for some television coammercials
which we put on the three stations in Baltimore. We spent $9,000 making
these two spots--half-minute spots through an advertising agency in
Baltimore. They appeared. We know they appeared. We called the stations
at the end of the sutmmer and asked them to check their logs and let us know
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how many times they had been on. The first station, our NBC station in town,
hau had it on 125 times--most of the time between midnight as 2 a.i toe
ClS s to t ioit had had ;t on ,'5 times--same hours,; and the Westinghouse station
really di(In't know beccue the person who che.ked the lo( had left; and we
never did mind out how we spent our $8,000 or $9,000. So, generally. stay
away from radio and televi.ion.

Newsletters for patrons are quite good. You've got a captive audience,
generally, but let them know what new books you've got. Let them know what
new activities you are proposing. Ask them for suggestions as to programs.
We put out one called "Report for the Reader." "Report for the Reader" WdS
a brainchild of Charlie Robi nson. I inherited it when i went to the library.
I loatned it. I despised it. I couldn't stand it. It is his idea mainly--
that's why. I hadni't thtought it up. Anyway, it came out in this format--
the "Report for tile Reader" on top and copy on front and back. Well , in
8 years, I managed to get it out until about a year ago. I almost got fired
over the thing because we got in a big hassle over it. I thought it was the
worst thing I had ever seen, so I said give tie time to think about it. It
was supposed to be put out four times a year. [very 3 months the deadline
would 1 come up and I'd forget it. )o I thought it would be a lot better if
I folded that sheet in half. It meant I'd have less space to fill because
I nad more margins--very nice. I could throw pictures in. It was much more
interesting and I put it out six times a year. So I proposed this to the
boss in December and the first one came out in January. So far this year,
I put five of them out, and I'm getting ready for the last one because this
is now mV idea as well as a better format. I could also use things that were

) pertinent. I didn't have tc- use stale pictures--things that had happened
3 or 4 months before. The items were newsworthy and this helped a great
deal. I'd go around and take photographs and slap them in there; and, any
time I was lost for copy, I'd look around for a photograph, put it in and
it was always newsy. It worked. It is useful; it does tell what's going
on and the sort of thing that you should be doing if you have any amount of
circulation and if you have a fairly large base. If you are a satellite
branch, tihe main branch should be getting the material out for a job such
as this.

A newsletter for the staff is another thing we do. It's called•. 'iranching Uut," and we put almost anything in it that we want to. Most

of it is actuafly written by the staff. It's branch notes. Our staff moves
around from brandh to branch--especially the professionals. They do like•i to be up on the news of the branches they've been in; and, consequently,

it's a very good publication. We did have on the back of it a thing called
SAN (Staff Association Newsletter). It ran for 2 years; and then, this

.•.•suitmuer, they wiped it out. They found that supplying copy every month

was a little too hard on them, but we never edited that stuff. We read
it but we never edited it. We used to get some wild things in there--some
nasty things said about the administration. Well, we let it in. We didn't
fight them on it. It was a completely uncensored piece. It's a very handy
publication, and the day it comes out it's very interesting to walk around
the administration and the offices and see people in technical service and
everyone busily reading this thing. They are catching up on tile latest news
in the system. All work stops for about one-half hour while they read this
thing. So, if you have a big system--one that's got 30 or 40 people in
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it--put out a newsletter. Put it out frequently. You don't have to be too
long with it--one page, two siaes of a page, three pages, whatever news you
have. Get them to write it for you. It saves an awful lot of time and
effort, and you'll fird it does a lot for your staff. Also make sure that
every full-time person gets it. If you don't have a big staff, at least
throw a copy once a month and let people talk to you. In fact, you can talk
back to them or whichever way you like. But get together so you can iron out
a few problems that are coming up. We had one the other day. We're changing
over into an automated circulation system. The people had not been told that
we were going into this system and they were all scared that they were going

K to lose their jobs. At least they could be absorbed into the system and let
attrition take care of the problems.

I •Booklet. I see you all put out booklets. I saw them down there, and
one of the things I noticed--and I'm sorry I'm having to criticize it--is
that they look awfully dull. I wish you would do sometIting with them. I
wish you would put bright ink on some of them or use bright paper. If you
use white paper use red ink. Use something to make zhem lively. Don't have
these drab shopping lists around. If it's worthwhile making up a booklet,
do a good job on it. I know you may have problems with artists and that
sort of thing. You want people--your patrons--to pick them up. You want
them to read them. If you're going through all the trouble of making up
a list, make sure it's attractive. Kellogg's doesn't put its cornflakes
out in a plain white box. They all make these things so you want to reach
out and pick them up. I'll put these out later. This is one that has a
snappy title--"licket to Hell." We must have printed conservatively a
uarter of a million of these in various editions over the years. We started

out in 1969 with it. This is'the fourth edition. This has gone all over
the country. It has been in Library Journal. It has been in American

i Libraries. It has been everywhere. It's a drug list. We couldn't keep
the thing in stock. This was done by commercial artists. We put money
into this one. It was done very well, and we worked very carefully withl the printer.

Here is one of your lists, "Selective Bibliography for Prospective

Parents." I think this a God awful list. I think the title is bad. I
thn the cover is bad. I think the format is bad. There's a young man
and young girl. They're prospective parents. This really won't move them.
Not only that--the list is not annotated. I think that's a disgrace. I
think this list could be a third this long and it should be annotated. A
person gets this list and looks through it--"Problems in Marriage, How to
Solve Them." It doesn't say a thing to them. It's pretty awful and
something should be done about a list like that. It's too long, too dull,
too big, and it isn't annotated. "Ticket to Hell" with a good, snappy
title--people will pick it up. You can use puns. You can use anything
that relates. We had "Tales of Comets" at the time the comet was coming
around a couple of years ago, We also did one on star gazing, "Stars at
Night."

Once you get the patrons in your branch, you seek advice. My kids have
an unfavorite color. They call it clerk green, and clerk green is the one
color they despise. I feel the realm of clerk green all over the place and
especially in the libraries. It is the most God awful color. You can cover
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it though. You can get loads of posters from all over the place--foreign
travel agencies, the food people, the French wine people. They have a superb
map that they will send you on all the wine growing areas in France. There's
another one they have on cheese. i-y God, you drool looking at that thing--
great posters. There are a lot of them available. If you're in New York,
wander around Fifth Avenue in the tourist agencies of foreign governments
and con them out of their posters. They're delighted to give them to you.
Decorate your libraries with them.

One other thing--you've got to get them in, and that is the hardest job
of the lot. That is the part I mentioned before. One thing you should do--
and this is extremely important--make the library the place that knows
everything. Get a reputation on the base as being a place to call for any
information whatsoever and be prepared to answer the questions that will come
in. Tnese can relate to entertainment, for instance--not only on the base
but what's going on in the nearest state, town, or even small towns around.
Know what n:ovies are going to be on, what theater, what symphonies, what
operas. Have that material there and have people think, "I'll call the
library and find out what's going on in Boston tonight or the weekend."

Travel. People are strangers on the base and usually strangers to the
area. (here are lots of interestirng places around the base within 100 miles.
If you'-e in this country, they are probably of historic interest or
geographically of interest. Have the information for them. You can even

:1 plan day trips for people suggesting where they can take their families.
If you're on a foreign base, there are loads of places that you can do this
with. If you are stationed in Austria, for instance, you should have
"material on all the museums and all the places that people pay thousands
of dollar: to visit ready for the people on tile base so they can go. Get
them to call you for this kind of information. You should know what kind
of educational facilities are around the base in the towns nearby. Propose
service careers, what kind of adult classes are available, what night school
activities there are around, and have that ready for them.

Problems. You've got a lot of young people on the base and a lot of
them have problems. They don't know how to solve them. You don't know how
to solve thenm either, but you should know where you can refer them on base
or off the base. There should be some place where they can go out and get
the information they need, and you should have that information and deal
with all services for them. In other words, make the library a place that
knows what and where and how to do things and I think this way you'll get
people to come in. You should have people automatically thinkiog, "Well,
gee, what should we do tonight? Call the library." "Gee, I'm pregnant.
Let's call the library." All these things--we do it, and it works, and I
think you can do it too. Make your library the information place on the
base and I think youll bring more people in.
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I PUBLICITY PROGRAMS

Pat Berger
National Bureau of Standards

Before I start let me refer to Dr. Schneider's earlier reference to a
study he did for my library. First of all, he did not come out to evaluate
the public relations programs in tile National Bureau of Standards. He came
out to look very specifically at certain aspects of our on-line information
retrieval system and to see if he could determine for us answers to a few
questions which had been bothering us. That report was prepared as an

internal document; however, I don't think I'll have any trouble getting
j the Bureau to agree to release it.

I must say that I sat this morning and listened and I'm really struck
S] with the fact that librarians have turned around in the last decade. I can

remember mly earlier days in the Uocumentation Group of the local SLA Chapter
working to develop a program on the elements of library automation, and I
don't think it occurred to any of us to worry about the PR impact. I don't

Sthink I have to tell anybody here some of the results of that omission.
Librarians and users alike were afraid of losing very personal services
whicl they have come to depend on and consulting a tenrinal instead.

SLibrarians were afraid, of course, of losing their jobs. Users were afraid
of having to deal with code and terminals. None of that happened, but I
think th-e point is that apparently, as Stan Bougas said to you earlier, none
of us bothered to coninunicate to our many publics what we felt the impact of
these ner services would be.

Yesterday, Dick Farley, tihe Director of the National Agricultural
• •Litrary, identified for the Federal Librarians' Workshop library publics

which will require different kinds of handling. He spoke of the users and
he said, "Wt-'rt. all familiar with thle sort's of things we have to be careful
about, although we are .iot terribly cat-efifl, for example, about image in

_ the library, which is a big iten;." Think about it. I refer you to Dick
Farley's talk. I'm not even going to try to dupiicate it, but it was superb.
Hthat wI have to deal with the administrators have to find

thatways to show up our budget. We have to Fin.d wilys to convince t-i.m that

changes in service base;, are sensible and reasonable and cost-effective.
Weu.t ais, deal with a variety e people on tile outside, which he called

Me .. c, and he defined tnis as Congress or state legislatures in
the case of other librarians. I think I would add to chat. I think at this
juncture in my career I must learn. Believe me, I'm just learning to deal
with a mix of users, and library staff who represent the spectrum of the old
and the new services; and I must find ways--we must find ways--all of us, to
accommodate the requirementrs and thc irterest and the special considerations
of those variou-. groups. I submit to you th-t it is not necessarily true
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tnat we will all do this. In fact, everybody in this room someday will say,
"That's enougn. I'm not going to learn to do it another way. I've learned
five times overl how to handle a reference question and I'm tired."

I al,,o submit to you that you have right now on your staffs, whether
you're aware ot it or' not, a mix of personalities. You have people whG are
extraordinarily competent doing things the way we were all taught to do them
in library schools. You have others who are still interested in learning and
applying new techniques. Both are equally important to any scientific and
technical or military library today, and iL takes bothL kinds to accommodate
your user populition. That's the first thing I wanted to say.

The s:econd thintg is that, in addition to the super public represented
to us by the Congress or by the state legislature or even by, in my case,
the Departmenc of Coi:m.erce--in your case the Secretary of Defense--there
is another super public which is composed of all of us, and that is the
network. I do indeed believe that, while we lack national information
policy, and I am not totally convinced that that problem in and of itself
will be solved, federal librarians particularly and probably military
librarians, most specifically, will be told in the next 10 years precisely
how you will function with reference to other military librarians ; and I
think we have public relations requirements and needs and programs to begin
looking at in that aspect. At the Bureau of Standards we have, in the last
year, joined two local networks; and some of you are members of one of them--
the Interlibrary Users Association. IUA is an organization of librarians
representintg private industries, federal government, military--you name it.
It started out to be the combined journal list of' a few--a Department of
Defense contractor librarian and libraries. It has expanded now.

We have found at NBS since joining IUA that our interlibrary loan
requests nave gone up by 68 percent. Now that kind of result is going to
impact on the other members of that network. So we've had to recognize
that, wnile there are certain advantages in terms of resource collections
aod resource maintenance in being members of this consortium, we also must
undertake a very vigorous educational PR program, both at home and with
the network. We have initiated a series of monthly meetings with repre-
sentatives from the IUA organization to come to the Bureau and to review
all of tne Liureau's facilities, and we take those occasions to talk to the
representatives from the various libraries about the limitations on our
service. We feel this is important, otherwise, it will appear that we are
considering that their needs are very standard, and we're not at all. We
are finding ways very slowly to accommodate their requirements, while
simultaneously sti 1 taking care of our staff requirements. But it's
very slow.

The other network is one that I entered into while I was still at the
Patent Office and I have recently also taken the NBS Library into it, and
this is the Federal Journal Consortium. Again, there will be certain
servi.:e requirements which will impinge on us and will change our way of
doing business. We have to be wil'ing to acconmnodate to that. We do it
only through coimnunication. We do it through constant. contact and updating
and education. I asked iast year for a sizeable amount of money for
training seminars. I got it. I did it not only because I think the
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I N13S Library staff needs it and because I know that the scientists need to
become acquainted through our offices with the various new services
available--timesaving services, we hope--but because I don't think a
one-time go around on these services is enough. For example, and I'm
not telming anybody here anything you don't know already--when Lockheed
and FDC announced the availability of certain data bases via a data
terminal 3 years ago, they were talking about ten eota bases, We had
a bureau-wide day of training 3 weeks ago and Lockheed alone now offers
41 distinct data bases and the software packages are totally different

5 from what they were 3 years ago. Tbey've been very much refined. There
are, as everybody here knows, new companies, new consortia coming along
offering even more cost-effective services agency-wide. The NBS Library

* is worl ing with all the other Coinuerce libraries to write an agency-wide
contract with BRS (Bibliographic Research Service) in New Lrtgland because
we believe that we can get on-line searching services for the entire agency
for as little as 7 dollars an hour. Now Lockheed services, as you know,

Irange from $35 to $150. So that's quite a savings. However, again, we're
back to the old PR business. You don't get it free. There are certain
compromises you have to make in terms of billing. So we're back to Square
One. We're back to education and update. I feel, and I think mty colleagues
at NBS and the library share imy view, that the next decade of our lives will
be spent training and educating ourselves that the most important thing we
can do is what I'in trying to do right now, that is conununicate with our
colleagues, draw on their knowledge and make available to them as widely
as possible the information we have obtained.

I I just waiht to talk for a moment about Dr. ScLneider's paper. I will
mention one or two of the problems we felt we had and tried to attack
through a study.

I We had a good report--small samples--but very well constructed.
There were no feathers ruffled, and the most positive feedback we got from
the whole thing was that, when it was all over and we announced that we did
have the report and anybody that wanted to hear about it was welcome to come
to a bureau-wide briefing we held, every one of the people who had been
interviewed showed up, and I thought that was very encouraging. The thing
that was troubiing, specifically for Caroline Brown, who had been there for
almost a year, was that she thought she saw a diminution in the number of
users. Something Dr. Schneider said this morning was verý interesting.
He said, "Don't mistake the normdl course of events for an iteration in
the program." That's exactly what had happened to us and we did not know
it. What troubled Laroline and one of the reasons for undertaking this
study was that all of a sudden we were not picking up new users at the
same rate we had been. As everyone knows, a new service is very slowly
accepted normally, but still we felt that somehow the momentum had stopped.
What came out of Dr. Schneide:"s study was that that was not true. First

I of all, some of our old users had decided that it might be fun to try this
on their own, and they did for awhile, and they now come back to tho
library because the services had so proliferated and the software had
gotten so complicated that they decided it's easier to let a reference
librarian do it for them. But, at the same time, this was part of thedifficulty.
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The other was that NBS scientists were not willing to use on-line data
base services for update. They searched on-line at the beginning of a
project or they searched on-line if they felt that their initial manual
search was not entirely satisfactory, and then they walk,id away from it.
Then they went back to the more traditional forms of upda",ing their
information. I think this will change over time. I think it will change
as on-line vocabularies get better, as people become more accustomed to
this particular mode of service. But the important tning to us was to
learn that it was not happening because anybody was los'ng faith in the
program or because we in the library were not doing somethina exacwt! the
way we needed to do it. It was a normal flounder, and so we -thanged our
approacn in terms of our information on educational seminars. Aad it not
been for that study, I'm sure we would still be floundering and wondering
where we'd fallen down.
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INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SERVICES
if (Panel Discussion Remarks Summary)

Rose J. Bratton
Reference Supervisor, National League of Cities

and U.S. Conference of Mayors

Point 1. The size, scope, and type of publicity programs prepared by a
special library and information service facility are determined bv iis
parent institution's goals, needs, and operations.

Point 2. The relative importance of publicizing the service and facility
f depends upon the institution's primary purpose. For example, if it is a
- research organization, the facility's resources and services may be an

important asset to be promoted via publicity. in our case, the primary
purpose of the National League of Cities and the U.S. Conference of Mayors

| is to assist municipal governments at the national level in lobbying as
public interest groups, and the operations of our facility are to support
the staffs whose responsibility is legislative analysis or policy imple-

Sl meritation.

Point 3. Inherent contradictions arise under the conditions mentioned:
The better known the parent institution becomes, the more its information

S I and library facility is exposed as a source of special information. This
can be great for relationships with in-house staff or the organization's
members but a problem when "external" persons learn of the facility's| existence.

Point 4. How do we at NI and USCM deal with this contradiction and these
conditions? Basically, our approach is low-key. The emphasis is on the
service we give to staff and members per se. Good service is good public
S-elations. To keep the staff informed, we use four service/publicity
vehicles: Citycisms, which is the in-house newsletter •..•2pared under the
direction of the Office of Administration; ALH Administrative and Legis-
litive Highlights, a concise review of activities at the Federal -evel
compiled from items in Congressional Record, the Federal Register, White
Houce press releases and news releases from most of the Executive Depart-
oents or agencies, which is issued almost daily; Urban Affairs Abstracts,
a weekly publication that contains abstracts of :bout 50 periodical articles
selected by the reference staff; and Recent Acquisitions, a monthly 'list
of siyinificant new books, reports and documents. (Both ALH Administrative
and Legislative Highlights and Urban Affairs Abstracts have been made

I available to outsiders as subscription services.)

In addition, the reference section, which answers most of the inquiries
from member cities and state municipal leagues, sends copies of the inquiry
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responses to the executive directors of the state leagues twice a month for
their information and I often enclose additional reports, surveys, etc., that
the section has prepared--a subtle publicity maneuver!

For nonmembers, we try as much as we can to serve as a referral point
when the inquiries are really outside the scope of our subject areas,
especially in the case of telephone inquiries. For letter requests, we have
a post card that acknowledges receipt and explains why we can't answer
(used mostly for student inquiries); and, if time permits, we may prepare
a short reply and enclose a bibliography. These are essentially negative
publicity devices but we hope understandably good public relations.
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EVALUATING PR PROGRAMS

_ IDOr. Benjamin Scnnelder
Department of Psychology and bureau of Business and Economic ResearchIl University of Maryland

I As an industrial and organizational psychologist, my primary concerns
are with the role of work organizations in our everyday lives. Thus I study
not only people who work for organizations, but tile consumers of products

j made by organizations, the families of the people who work for organizations,
and, with increasing frequency, the consumers of services provided by
organi zations.

Note the phrase "with increasing frequency." This is not as strange as
it may seem Decause we now live in a service-oriented society. Governments
are outr biggest employers and 70 percent of the people work in service, not
manufacturing industries. So psychologists like me study issues like the
value of life insurance to young widows; how bank customers perceive the
services they receive in their bank branch; and, oddly enough, how users
of on-line information retrieval systems like them and why they say they
use tneml.

- I oig part of what I do is to evaluate things. I have evaluated the
effectiveness of changes in work hours on employee absenteeism, the impact
of new training or staffing programs on quality of performance, the relative
utility of piecework pay vs. hourly pay on effort expenditure at work, the

I relative contribution of bank teller competence compared to bank teller
courtesy in customer evaluations of service quality, and so forth. I can
evaluate the success or effectiveness of almost any kind of program because
researchers in the behavioral and social sciences have developed methodologies
for conducting what has come to be called Evaluation Research.

These methodologies have, for the most part, been systematized and
refined by educational and training researchers. Some of you may know the
names of some of these people--Donald Campbell and Julian Stanley, for
example, who wrote a helpful book with the imposing title Experimental and

I Quasi Experimental Designs for Research, or Robert Mager who wrote an
ex~ellent little book called Preparing Instructional Objectives and another
called Goal Analysis.

SWhat I'd like to do for the next few minutes is take you through a cycle
of an evaluation system, one I shall call a PR Evaluation System. This
system is borrowed, essentially unaltered, from my colleague at the University
of Maryland, Irv Goldstein,and his book Training: Program Development and
Evaluation.
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The chart (Figure 1) shows that the entire Evaluation System has three
phases, an Assessment Phase, a Program Development Phase, and an Evaluation
Phase. This chart also reveals the basic systems nature of this evaluation
procedure; i.e., the fact that the evaluation phase is not the end of
anything but that it feeds back to the assessment phase, the necessary
first step in any program, PR or otherwise.

A PR EVALUATION SYSTEM

ASSESSMENT
PHASE EVALUATION

_______________ _________PHASE

SAssess whether PR
program is needed Derive explicitW indices of effec-

Stiveness of PR

S~program

Decide, in general ,• ta~whrget group wato •-

target groups to be Assess where target

Sroups are now
pre-test)

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT

PHASE t/_

Drvma foKeep tabs on how-•]!Derive means for /the program is

getting target doing (monitor)
groups to where
you want them

/ Check final outcomSI (evaluate)

Conduct PR program
i utilizing selected
I techniques

Figure 1

Adapted from Training: Program Development and Evaluation, by I.L. Goldstein.
Copyright [c] 1974 by Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc. Used by permission
of the publisher, Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, Monterey, California.
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j
ASSESSMENT PHASE

Since any PR program must begin somewhere, we begin with the Assessment
Phase, a phase that Mr. Gers has described very well--especially his emphasis
on surveys for where the library is vis-a-vis those to be served.

Tlie assessment phase -is the point at which library decision-makers are
probably most casual when they should be most tough-minded. More programs
fail because of casual attitudes at this point than any other. By casual
attitude I meami tne "snap" judgment one day that "we need a PR program to
promote X." You know what I mean: Things haven't been going quite the way
you want them, and you're not exactly sure why but there don't seem to be
enough people using the library so you decide you need some kind of PR
program. The first thing you think of is publicity.

The factors that lead to this conclusion are rarely specified, a
comparison of outcomes to be expected from a publicity PR program compared
to other possible approaches (new equipment, new decor, different employees,
employee training, etc.) is rarel" documented, the unintended consequences
of beginning a particular publicity program (insufficient or untrained staff
to handle the outcome of an effective program, lack of awareness of larger
system constraints like budget cuts on potential effectiveness, etc.) are
infrequently sought, the necessity to coordinate PR programs in a large
library so that conflict in goals is minimized is not an issue that usually
gets raised, and, perhaps wcrst of all, even in general terms what the
program is designed to accomplish is never clearly speroified. I take that
back, perhaps the worst thing is the one I said earlifr--the general failure
to diagnose what the problem is so that a decision about an appropriate
solution (training employees, or painting the library, or purchasing new

j equipment vs. a publicity program) can be made.

Fortunately for you, Mr. Gers' talk has prepared you to handle this
assessment phase Dy going to the libraries' constituency but I caution you
to do this carefully. My caveat is that, if you do this phase carefully,
you may find that what you don't need is a publicity program!

I PROGRAM DEVELUPMENT PHASE

Out of the assessment phase come two additional phases, Program
Development and Evaluation. Since in the Assessment Phase I trod on MrW. Gers,
let me step into Mr. Fielding's territory for just a moment and speak to the
Program Development issue.

We have a "buzz" word in training research cailed "psychological
fidelity." Psychological fidelity refers to comething that seems like the
real thing without actually being it, For example, we know we can simulate
the pitch and roll of a ship at sea without being in a ship on the .ea; the
simulation is said to have psychological fidelity.

All advertisement, and thus PR, is based on creating some sense of
psychological fidelity in the target person. That is, the PR program must
help people sense what the message is saying it is like to own the object
or have the service without actually having possession of the object or
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service. The closer the PR program can ccme to giving the image of what it 5
is really like to have the service being promoted, the more likely it is that
the program will be appropriately received.

The caveat here, of course, i3 that just because something looks good
and costs a lot of money does not mean we should expect it to accomplish the
job. Recall Mr. Fielding's comments bout i.V. The Naval Academy doesn't
start out by putting plebes into descroyers as the first step in learning
to navigate; the simulation having psychological fidelity is far more

economical and equally effective as a starting point. It is precisely the
evaluation phase that tells us if the program has psychological fidelity,
so on to tne Evaluation Phase.

EVALUATION PHASE

There are four components of Evaluation: (1) Derivation of explicit
inoices of effectiveness, (2) Assessment o., where the target group or groups
are now, (3) Monitoring of the programs, and (4) Checking the final outcome.

Derivation of Explicit Effectiveness Indices

Recall that, in the Assessment Phase, general goals were identified;
for evaluation t,Uose goals must be made explicit. And they car, only be made
explicit by considering the outcomes desired by alll the parties of interest,
not only the Head Librarian.

What I mean here is that, if increased use of periodicals iý the goal
that initiated the whole idea, it is probably narrow-minded to believe that
it should remain as the only goal. It is narrow-minded because, like it or
not, tnere will be other goals that become attached to the program, usually
implicitly.

For example, increased use of periodicals may result in a demand for
new periodicals; i.e., some periodicals the library fails to receive now
may become desired as a result of the program. Thus, those served by the
library sihould make some input into theevaluation phase. What do they_
desire and are they obtaining it?

Another party-at-interest will be the iibrarians who must serve any
increased demand for services, how they react to the program is another
ooutcomle that should be of concern. Thus, the caveat here is to try dnd
think about the ways in which all oF the parties of interest; i.e., all
those who may be affected (from,•- the j&;'.,itor to the Head Librarian), think
dbout What makes a PR program effective or ineffective.

The janitor has more work to Alo because of increased traffic, equipment
wears out quicker--e.g., Xerox ai:j reproducing machines, and so forth.

Assess Where Target Group Is Now

I know I've spoken a great deal about what we all fail to do when
evaluating programs. Well the biggest oversight is not knowing the base
line from which you start. That is, given that it is extremely difficult
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I in the real world to do an experiment wherein we treat one group differently
from another group and compare outcomes for the two groups, thle only viable
basis for concluding that a program has been a success is to show that things
are somehow different than they have been in the past.

Now, it is extremely important that assessments of where you are be
I collected over a long enough period in the past so that the nature of what

is to be changed is well understood. Let me give you an example with
reference, again, to use of periodicals.

Remember, one morning you decide this is what you want to do--increase
use of periodicals. So you institute a PR program addressed to this issue

K and, lo and behold, such use seems to show an increase. You attribute the
•j 3 change to the PR proqram but you could be very wrong.

Perhaps, if you looked back at available data, you would find that
I periodical reading has a definite cycle, going up during the early winter'

and down in the late spring. When you instituted your program in the fall
and watched readership go up, all you were observing was the normal cyclel

I We may call this the cyclic evaluation Problem. But there are other
such ident;fiable evaluation c toitons tiat can only be compensated for by
collecting data for a considerable time prior to and after tle PR program
itself.

One such other condition can be called the stoadilLdclininq evaluation
vproblem. Here the system has been in a steadily ueclining state--indeedSoften it is this steady decline that makes the problem noticeable in the
first place. If an assessment is made just prior to the PR program and just

§ after it, the results might be the same and the erroneous conclusion of
"program failure" might be reached. The conclusion is erroneous because, if
the results are equivalent prc and post PR program, this might signal a
reversal of the steadily declining situation. Additional data collection
may confirm the reversal or at least the halting of a bad situation.

Of course, sometimes there is also the steadily increasing evaluation
p Problem wherein a pre and post PR program evaluation would suggest a
successful program when the system was on the ascendance to begin with.

At election time it is easy to exemplify these two problems in
evaluation. Ford says the reason some things are good is because of what
he has done; those that are bad are attributable to the lonotrill effC.'ts
of having a Democratic Congress. Carter, of course, attributes bad things
in the short-run to Ford and good things to the inertia built up during the
Kennedy and Johnson Democratic administrations.

The caveat, of course, is that one must know where the system has been
heading if one wishes to be able to attribute effects after the introduction
of tile PR program to the PR program.

SI One last question here must be raised--a question the answer to which
only you will have. The question is--for how long a period of time before
the PR program ixself should data be collected? Well, that depends on what
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the program is designed to do. What I can tell you is that you should have
Mfie or six data collection points before the PR program and three or four
after it.

For somethini like use of an information ret-rieval system, maybe 5 or
6 monlths before, ? or 3 months i.fter the program. For total use of a
library, perhaps double each of the above--i.e.,, plot data every 2 months
for a year prior to the PR program (these data should be available anyway),
run the program for 41 months, and collect data every 2 months for 6 months
aft.er the program for evaluation purposes.

In short, evaluation must be carefully planned, systematically
accomplished, and tlhe effects of interest can probably only meaningfully
be observed over a relatively lonq period of time.

Short-term effects are obviously of no interest--that is why the data
must be collected over a meaningful period of time following the program!

Tile caveat here, then, is to have enough dataabout where you are at
the start of a program so that changes attributable to the PR program itself
can be distinguished from changes due to other naturally occurring events
like the time of the year and propensity to study or not, vacation times,
final exam times, and so forth.

KeepTabs on the Program

Tile purpose for keeping tabs on the program is to look out for the
unintended consequences that 9re sure to occur. Thus, even when you take
all of the precautions I have noted and you can think of, some things will
obviously come about to mess things up. I know in my own work in evaluation
this has happened--the Greyhound Bus Co. has recently lost a carton of over
600 completed questionnaires being sent to me as part of an evaluation study
in a bank.

But now can you predict what wi 1l happen? Well , there are no rules
except trying to become aware of all of the things in your library and
organization that might be relevant. Thus, for an increase in readership
of periodicals, you would want to monitor such issues as (1) availability
of Xerox paper, (2) availability of literature request forms, (3) insuring
that, all those who should be informed are informed (you can call a small
sample to find out), (4) see how the aftected employees are reacting (it's
a good idea to involve employees as much as possible in these PR programs
and evaluation), and so forth.

Also, and this goes back to the assess-where-you-are-now issue, be
careful that events in the organization that may affect the program
(increased requirements to use periodicals, for example) are noted.

The byword here, then, is to exjcct_ things to go wrong and try and
look for them.
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,i I Check Final Outcome

Finally, the extent to which the program has "worked" can be assessed
by comparing where the target group (or groups) is after the program with
where they were to start. It helps, of course, to have various statistical
procedures fbr reaching a conclusion about effectiveness, but this is not
necessary given that you have carefully delineated where you want the target
group to be., You, as the instigator of the program, can make the decision
about effectiveness.

~ I A Concluding Note

* In conclusion, let me note how the outcome of the evaluation phase
serves aF input for assessing where to go or what to do next. This is the
beauty of a careful evaluation program--it helps you become nmre conscious
of, and thus gain some control over, the way your library facility is used
and viewed.
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QUESTIONS ON C:OpYRIGiIT

Lewi s H l1.ks
Copyrigiht C'f~ice

Isuppose I ýdhofl d be~i ii just by not ing that we do have a new ropyri qht
I aw, I.t is otficial. Thle 16, yuars of effort that went into revising, the
nation's& cop~yright law finally are at ian end. The bill will not take etfficl
i iuuned iately. It has certain transi tional provisions which are not of groat
interest to most people. They affett thle copyright Office. They affcct the(
Way in Which thle neow law wi th i ts special provisions on tile nem cpyi h
term willI interact, for a 1 year period wi .th the present law. There, are also
some techniiCal amendm-ents that are naic-fi to other stlatu tes * but for all
nlten~ts andk purposes the new copyright law wil11 come into effect onl

January 1, 1978.

Now, Whe new law makes a great nnany changes in thle relationships between
auhors, thle disseminators, and publiishers of copyri ihted ma tcri a 1 and the
usrs of' copyri ghted materials. What I woul d like to do now, very briefly.
isto look ait how the law will affect the library uses of copyrithted

materals.There's a tendency, because this isIsue wads SO heavily dizicussed
over the period of 3 or 4 years , to view the copyri ght b'illa -, solblly
concern inq the qut!ý. U on of the use of copyrioqhted material. Inl fdact,

dW av , IC t ud I ly muchI , MuLch broader thanl thatz It 1reptresemi ts- I sobhs anit a
ac vment iln a hit Ih 'evel1 of protoction for authors, domes t li 1 y n

interniati onaI ly. A lot of the worst. elements of the presevnt law, which
w"'s fir:vt oenacted in 1 9.9 aild manlaged to Survive ineý-pl ica;.ab ly through
today Were ame Iicora ted Lby the I-,L bill. Now, un1der the 1909 law * the present

lawfo mstpupose,; in ti 1 January I , 19781, there t .s a gr at deal n
uncertainlty ovem' a lot Of issues which were of tremien~dous iimjbortance. to
110t onl1y libraries but professional aid in~tel I eCtUi Commun~L~liti(!s in' tht!
Uni ted States inl general.

First , how mnuch~ pho tecuopni nt o1 copyri qhted mnaterials Could 1 ibrt' Cs
or imdi vidualI sN0iF9 engag To ho 1909 law %vas silent, T here were very few,
Cases tnat deallt With thlt kILOestion. Puibisher-s were, rel uctanit to bri ng
sui t~s. Also, those kinds of activiteswrvry ifcutodtctr
were very small in) toris oif the inttnsity 01 thle activity.

Another (iucstion was--Did it niake any eli fference Whether thle copyinq
was donle by anl emlployee worki ng inl a copy c-enter in a library or whether
i t was done by the user of the library usin (illa un-supervised machine,

usullya ci -optra ted machine'? Should di ffereilt rules apply when a
cop~y is provided for a uiser from the collection to another lilbrary wheon
they provide a copy from the coillecti on of the l ibrary where the request
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is made? The general issue is wheLher copyright and the copyright monopoly
and the aims that it .,s upposed to achieve in terms of the reward of
authorship and the promo.tion of authorship could coexist with interlibrary
loan networks which were growing up since 1965.

What kinds of material in particular were vulnerable Lo photocopying?
Where exactly was the "threat•? There was, as I noted, very little
jurisprudence in the 1909 Act. One big exception was the Williams and
Wilkins casc, a case you probably are all familiar with, It was called,
I believe, in the dissenting opinion in the Court of Claims, the Dred Scott
Decision of Copyright; and in a sense it was although it didn't have a dire
consequence. It had certain good consequences. The Williams and WilkinsScase managed to sum up the problem. it came in 1973. You probably know
its facts. It generally involved the National Library of Medicine providing
copyrighted journal articles through an interlibrary loan program to usually
dcctors in the field who requested copies of articles from smaller localI__ libraries oho cooperated with the National Library of Medicine. Now, the
Williams and Wilkins case involved, I understand, about 16 different judges,
and the difference between one result and the other was simply one judge.
They almost split down the middle. It was a long, expensive, and torturous
process. Insofar as if ,ade any new law, there's some question as to whether
all that tinp a•ru money was, in fact, worth it. The case was affirmed by a
fo'~r to four decision of the Supreme Court. Under general rules of law, when
the Supreme Court affirms a lower court decision by a four to four split
decision, the case stands; but the precedential value, the ability to apply
that case to new and somewhat different situations is virtually nil. That
meant that a result was reached, but not mdch laA was created or could be
extrac•ed from the result. Compounding that was the fact that the opinion
"cself in the Court of Claims rested on eight significant facts surrounding
the copyright, the reproduction activities of NLM, and those were extremely
narrow. The court didn't say which of those were most important, which were
the least important, wehther all eight were necessary in any future situation,
or whether only certain ones of those eight requirements were important in
future situations. But the advantage of Williams and Wilkins, however
limited Its effect, was that it managed to demonstrate in a coherent way
that thdefe was a logic that could be applied to library reproductions of
copyrighted materials so as to allow that reproduction to constitute a fair
use under the 1909 law. Now there is no doubt that that logic was comforting
to the librarians who were involved in the suit and to other librarians who

3were anxious to analogize from that result that it was disquieting to
publishers. Williams and Wilkins challenged certain assumptions about
fair use which, had been held for a long time but had never been tested--
that it could not apply to large scale reproduction and that it could not,
in fact, apply to the reproduction of entire works (in this case, articles)
even though they were part of larger works.

in 1973, the Senate passed a copyright bill with a provision that hadn't
been in the bill when it was introduced. That provision was section
108(g)(2) of'the law. It appeared on its face to attempt at least a partial
reversal of the victory that was won in the Williams and Wilkins case. It
generally forbade systematic library reproduction; and, since the clause
appeared not only to take away from the ruling in Williams and Wilkins which
established that kind of reproduction as a fair use, it managed also to fly
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in the face of some of the newest and most important developilents in
interlibrary cooperation. The problem that confronted tile House of
Representatives then was to take this highly controversial provision,
108(c (2) , and try and work out some formn of meaningful compromise somewhere
between completely unregulated photocopying and the allowing of interlibrary
loan to the extent that it could evolve in ways that the House would determine
were both rational and responsible. Now, I'm not sure that tile House had
achieved that end, and I'm not sure that the House or the Congress as a
whole could ever achieve that end. They did change 108(g)(2), and those
changes are very significant. But I think the importance of those changes
was largely to get the bill through Congress without disturbing what had
become a fairly delicate balance of interests between libraries and copyright
proprietors and to establish some form of regulatory framework for cooperative
relaticnships involving public and private agencies to cooperate closely in
providing reprints of journal articles and making available out-of-print
works and a whole series of services to users who are increasingly and
incessantly demanding access to copyrighted material.

Now this is what they're doing. 108 as a whole is the most important
section for any of you to look at in the bill. It covers library repro-
ductions of copyrighted miaterials and is organized on a kind of logical
basis. Tile copyright bill was designed to simplify what was a very
complicated piece of legislation. It didn't simplify it. It improved
it, but in some respects it miade it more complex. 108(g) does not read
like a best seller. It does not read very well at all, and that goes for
tile whole provision. But I think a careful reading with a sympathetic
lawyer can make a certain amount of sense out of these provisions. Their
logic and arrangements are not always immediately apparent, but this
basically is what it is.

First, 108 does make it clear that none of the conditions in the
section, in fact, none of tile conditions in that section or in section 106,
giving the exclusivce rights of copyrights, will be construed to make a
library which includes the individual employees of the library liable
for infringement arising out of the use of coin-operated or other un-
supervised photocopying machines. The liability basically is on tile user
in those situations. While we probably could conceive of the situation in
which the use of an un-supervised machine actually was supervised in tile
ordinary situation where the service is provided for the user, no liability
wouid attach because of that user's wrongful use of the machine or wrongful
use of the material reproduced on the machine.

Tile second thing in section 108 that is important concerns tile general
rights of reproduction that are attached to unpublished works. These include
manuscripts. They can include letters and materials that are put on deposit
for research uses by important people or unimportant people. It can also
include a Fair number of materials that you might not think of that are
unpublished but technically are unpublished. It's quite possible for
photographs or for dramas to remain unpublished, for motion pictures to
be, in fact. unpublished, or they may appear to have been widely disseminated.
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Insofar as unpublished works are concerned, tile rights of reproduction
which are in libraries are somewhat circumscribed, but libraries can
generally be allowed to reproduce them solely for preservation and security
purposes or for deposit for research purposes with another library.

rhe third point involves tile degree to which libraries can deal with
published materials. What we are talking about now is facsimile and entire
facsimile reproductions allowing the reproduction in facsimile form of
published works solely for a replacement of a copy that is damaged,

I deteriorating, or lost or stolen.

Then we get into the heart of 108 and that section is 108(d). This
involves the reproduction of articles which form the part of copyrightedI• periodicals or parts of a copyrighted collection, an anthology or the like.
Now, section 108(d) speaks not so much for the ability of the library to
mauke the kinds of reproduction for 4 ts own purposes--deposits, security,

j replacement--but for users; and it allows tile library to make a copy of
an article or part of a collection for a user regardless of whether the
original is located in the library where the request is made or it's

j acquired from another library. There are three conditions. One of the
conditions is if tile library has no notice that the intended use is for
any purpose other than study, scholarship or research, and that doesn't

I mean that you have to conduct an investigation and take sworn statements
from users. It means pretty much exactly what it says. The requirement
is so that you are not on notice--not that you have to satisfy yourself.

*- While that may seem to be a difference which makes the provision largely
I unenforceable, it's not so unusual for someone providing materials for a

user to become aware of the purpose for which the copy was intended.

Now, the second condition is that the copy which you make has to
I become the property of the user. It is for the user's benefit.

Third, that a copyright warning be displayed. Examples of an adequate
Im copyright warning will be adopted by regulation by the Registerer of

Copyrights; and that nmdel could be followed if you choose, although
I have a feeling that there are enough copyright warnings around coin-
operated machines now and copying centers so that there are some effective
models that you can use that are displayed at the copying center where
the orders are taken. That covers the reproduction of articles or parts

j of collections.

The next section in 108, 108(e), covers substantial or entire repro-
i ductions. This provision again allows them to be made regardless of

whether or not the original is in the collection of the library where
tile request is made or from another library only if the copy becomes the
property of tile user and there's no notice of an intended use of that copy
beyond the bounds of individual scholarship and research--and also that
there is a warning display. But there's one very important limitation
to this which does not attach to the journal article provision that I

3 talked about just before. That is before the copy car, be made there must
be a reasonable investigation that tile copy is not obtainable at a fair
price. There probably is a good question as to what a reasonable investi-

S I gation is. The report that accompanies that provision does indicate that
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a reasonable investigation always "involves conti,;only known trade sources
in the U.S." and conmnonly involves recourse to the publisher where you have
the name of the publisher on the copy. There is a section that says, "or
the copyright owner, where the copyright owner is disclosed in the records
of the copyright registration." That's a little troublesome, and !'m not
quite sure what that means. I'm not sure that it was intended to require
libraries, where they were unable to get information about who the publisher
was, to make a copyright search in the Library of Congress, which actually
could turn out to be expensive and extremely time-consuming ... and third,
to an authorized reproduction service if one is advertised and available
for that particular work.

Now, the key section, 108(g), covers the extent to which all these
reproduction rights can be dealt with in a systematic or nonsystematic
fashion. 103(g)(1) does ban the related or concerted reproduction or
distribution of multiple copies of basically almost all of the material
involved in copyright except for journal articles.

103(g)(2) is the crunch. It still proscribes the systematic repro-
duction or distribution of single or multiple copies of articles or parts
of collections of copyrighted materials, but the House of Representatives
added a proviso, and it's a significant one. It provides that nothing was
intended to prevent libraries from engaging in interlibrary arrangements
"that ao not have as their purpose or effect that the library or archives
receiving such copies For distribution does so in such aggregate quantities
as to substitute for a subscription to or purchases of such work." Generally
then the dividing line in interlibrary loan under that provision would be
where the actual providing of a copy becomes the substitute for acquisition,
that the conscious decision to allocate acquisition policies may not be
allowed after you reproduce such aggregate quantities of given piece of
material. Well, the old problem in section 108(g) was trying to figure
out what was meant by systematic copying. The problem in the new 108(g)
was that it was obvious that systematic copying related to reproduction
in such aggregate quantities. Well, now the problem is what are such
aggregace quantities as to amount to a substitute for a subscription or
purchase of the work. Congress found this a much more intellectually
accessible question than trying to define systematic copying. Into this
breach jumped the Commission on the New Technological Users of Copyrighted
Work. This was a Presidential commission that was established in 1974 and
charged with studying the whole question of photocopying and the whole area
of photocopying with the exception of photocopying in face to face teaching
situations, and also to study the question of the copyright treatment for
computer users of copyrighted materials and for computer programs--their
own copyright ability.

The first issue that they took up was photocopy. There are by and
large a large number of library members, CONTU publishers, and some people
who supposedly represent the public interest in general. Now CONTU offered
its good offices to try and get the parties (largely the libraries and the
publishers) together to work out some guidelines to interpret what was meant
by aggregate quantities. They met in Washington and they met in California.
They wanted to get these guidelines into the report which accompanied the
legislation. Guidelines were already in the report in terms of classroom
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reprouuclions that would be allowed in face to face teaching activities,
and special guidelines for reproduction in music were agreed to come, but
the library photocopy guidelines, which would be very important, didn't seem
to be coming. They finally reached some fcrm of agreement about a day before
the Conference Committee was due to report out a final version of the bill
to botn Houses and had it passed. These guidelines are reproduced in the
report. Well, the guidelines provhied that such aggregate quantities as
the substitute for a subscription meant, as to a given periodical, filled
request for six or more copies of an article or articles published within

1 5 years prior to the date of the request. Every tine I read that or
parapnrased it, somebody said, "Once more." Let's try it this way. The
guidelines cover articles that are no ol(ýer than 5 years from the date of
the reauest an' in any 1 year a requesting i;L, rary can procure copies from
that particular periodical, any issues in 5 ,cdrs--up to five copies.
Basically, in other words, if you're dealing .ith current material for
any given periodical, the guidelines say you c1, request up to five copies
in any I year. Now, they do make a difference between request and copies,
and it does say fill requests for six or more \:opies. Six is the cut-off
point. It's when you make the sixth copy tnat you step out of the guidelines.I Now as to other materials from collection.•, not periodicals, the

guidelines are really exactly tile same except the-a's no 5 year limitation.
The limitation extends through the entire life of the copyrighted material,
and the assumption there was that published books ýnd collections were more
vulnerable to photocopying than individual articles The basic need was
for periodical literature and not for certain monogiams or parts of5]anthologies.

There are other limitations in the guidelines which I just mentioned.
I They're important. The requesting entities are responsible for maintaining

records of the request, not the granting entity, not the library that's
providing the copy. The whoie thrust of this provision is to govern, not
so much tne copier, but the party that's requesting the co,)y. That's quite
logical. BuL you're used to thinking of copyright infring, elent in terms
of the party that's actually making the copy.

SISecond, in addition to the records of all requests, the requests should
be accompanied by a representation that the request is in confc-',rmity with
the guidelines.

j Now the guidelines are not the end of everything. When r people
hear five copies it sounds awful, but the fact is that the guidelines are
intended to provide some concrete base for predictability in ordinary library

Srequest situations. There is material in the introduction of these guidelines
that I think makes it clear or at least strongly suggests that these
guidelines do not apply in situations where a given organization exists
for the specific purpose of providing essential source for copies. So
it would appear on the face of the guidelines that it is not intended
to restrict or impose these five copy restrictions on the medical library

g system that is involved with the National Library of Medicine, and that
it would not necessarily apply to regional consortia where there is a central
source to provide copies. It would make no difference under the guiidelines
whether this central source was a public agency or a private agency. bell,
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that usecd to be the area where there was the greatest threat to the copyright
monopoly. It would appear that the guidelines tend to covet' a rather narrow
situation in whicii one library not involved in any systematic activity just
happens to request an article or a part of a collection from another library.
That may be true. I think the bill recognized probably correctly that a
great deal is going to have to remain to coinoti sense. It is clear that
if a reproduction activity that includes the activities of parties not
subject to the guidelines or the sixth and seventh copies which take you
out ot the guidelines have no effect except to throw the activity back into
the basic provision of section 108, and now fresh determination will have
to be made as to whether or not under the circumstances that sixth, seventh,
and eighth copying aml)ounted to such aggregate quantities under those
particular circumstances. So the guidelines really are not an inhibition
so much as they are a safety zone. Even 108 does not involve the ultimate
limitation bec(,use the report makes it clear that nothing in section 108
was intended or should be construed to have the effect of limiting tile rights
of libraries to make reproductions of materials or the use of materials under

- section 107 of the bill, and that involves fair use.

in effect, the Williams and Wilkins decision and its logic may (and
there will be somie dispute about this) be alive and well in section 107
of the bill. I think it's clear then that there is a process of reasoning
about: reproduction that is provided for in the bill. It is potentially
expansive. I've said earlier that there were two ways to draft a library
provision--the way you make a pair of shoes so that one size fits and that's
all, or the way you build a house capable of addition, expansion, or change
of location. Congress did the latter. It means that, if you take a look
and you try to find a comprehensive code of conduct in section 108, you're
going to be very disappointed. Basically, there is nothing in that bill
involving fair use of litrary reproductions linking up with a variety of
other sections which affect the ability of teachers to use materials which
are in libraries, which I have not discussed. I think the bill will enable
us in the future to work out cooperative relationships with the publishers
and the libraries in public institutions.
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FEDERAL LIBRARY COMMITTEE AND OCLC UPDATE

John Daniels
Federal Library Coinivttee

ofMy name is John Daniels, and you're looking at approximately 33 percent
of the professional staff at the Federal Library Comnittee. The Federal
Library Coimmittee is headed by Jim Riley, Executive Director. Im' a program
systems analyst for tile Federal Library Coimidttee, and Lillian Washington

: is the FEDLINK coordinator. Some of you may still refer to FEDLINK as
FLECC. That's our OCLC enterprise that we have going for the Federal
Library Colmiittee. What I want to do this morning is tell you as much

3 as I can about everything that we're doing in the Federal Library Committee,
how we function, how we do what we do, and correct any misconceptions.
There are misconceptions about the Federal Library Committee. There's
one great big one that I want to correct.

The Federal library Coimmittee exists for all federal librarians.

Sometimes I know federal libraries feel, "Well, we're not a member of FLC;
therefore, we can't ask FLC for help or we can't even call them on the phone.
We can't write them a letter. If we want to write them a letter, we have
to go through some channel and we aren't sure what the channel is." Our
telephone number is 202-426-6055. If you ha a question, and if you need
help on something, call us. That's what we'- "'ere for. We're a small
staff, but we're there to help all 2300 or more ,.:deral libraries all over
the United States and all over tile world. We are part of the Library of
Congress. Jim reports directly to the Deputy Librarian, Bill Welsh. We
are part of the Library of Conqress in a very important way. We are tile
Library of Congress' positive coimmitment to helping federal libraries.
Now there are other comvmiitments that they make, and they work a great deal
with federal libraries in other ways, but the five of us exist to work very
much with federal libraries--with three professionals and two secretarialstaff. We are also, you might say, governed or operated under the guidance

of a Federal Library Comminttee Executive Advisory Comidttee made up of the
legal members of the Federal Library Coimiittee. There are approximately
40 librarians who are permanent and go in and go out as part-time members

I of what they call the executive members of tile Federal Library Ceiunittee.[ This is where some of tile confusion sometimes arises. That's one thing
I really want to stress because I've had people (and I've only bee'n with

5 them about a year) come up to me and say, "We'd like to get some help, but
we're not a member of the Federal Library Committee." Well, everybody has
the same rigiit to help every librarian. Every federal librarian has the
same right to help whether they' re a member of tile Executive Convii ttee or

5no t.
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Similarly, another point of confusion I want to clarify--"l 'm not in
FEDLINK, but I have an automation question, but I guess you people are only
intere~sted in helping FEDLINK people." Not true, not true at all. We have
a very active automation program. That's thle thing that occupies most of
my time--helping librarians with automation problems. I think, as I describe
some of the things that we're doing in the Federal Library Committee to you
this morning, you'll see how our FEDLINK or OCLC arrangement is only the tip
of the iceberg where we hope to talk federal libraries into taking the tool
of automation and its uses as far as we can possibly take it.

TThe Federal Library Committee has been in existence since 1965. We
function principally through committees because the stdff has been smaller.

iThe staff, prior to 2 years ago, was just two people--Curt Cylke, who
preceded Jim Riley, and the secretary. Now, as I indicated, it is Jim Riley,
Lillian Washington, and myself. We have a number of committees which have
very, very active roles. The executive workshop is the brainchild of
Dr. Bougas in the Conmmerce Department and is run by our [ducdiion Subcommittee.
We have a subcoimnittee that works on seeing what they can do about eliminating
some of the difficulties you have in procuring things. As you may know,
there was a very excellent all day meeting conducted by the Federal Library
Committee at thle Marriott. We conducted it, but we didn't participate much.
It was other speakers but conducted by the Federal Library Coimmittee in
conjunction with GSA at the Marriott. It was last April or March on the
subject of procurement--how to simplify procurement, what can we dc to make
it easier. We had 12 ad hoc subcommittees devoted to various types of
automation. These subcoimmittees are functioning individually. In other
words, they're trying to look at certain, specific application areas--like
acquisitions, like interlibrary loan, like SDI--and see how can we best
automate these particular applications and make them turnkey systems that
all libraries can pick up, and how can we put all this together into a
cohesive system that a library can use. There are ten of those right now.
We have merged a few of them. We're learning things as we go along. One
of the things that they're doing now is attempting to learn more about the
state of the art. We have piggy-backed onto a contract that the Council of
Governments of Washington, D.C., had.

The Council of Governments of Washington, D.C., did a survey of all
libraries in the Washington Metropolitan area. We're going to the Council
and askine them (it's an automation survey) questions about what they've
learned. We hope in either fiscal year 1977 or 1978 to have the Office
of Education do another comprehensive survey of all federal libraries.
In rlhis particular survey we intend very much to focus on automation--where
it's taking us and how much it's being used. There is a survey being done
now withi money through the Office of Education, cooperatives, and consortia
in networks throughout the United States. What are these things? What's
happening within them? What automation is evolving from them?

th Another thing that we do in the Federal Library Committee which I
think you should be aware of is we started and will continue to put out

- ai periodic FLC activity report. I have one here. It lists all the
comnmittees, who tihe chair-persons are, what the purpose of the committee

. is, what the conmittee has done during tile last reporting period. This
was for the 4 months ending April 30. This is a way that we seek to tell
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the world what our various coniaittees are doing. We have 21 committees.
Some of the', operate with very specific charters to attempt to get thingsI jdone. Others are forums for information exchange.

Something else that we do is we put out the periodic FLC Newsletter

d which I'm sure many of you get. I say periodic 5ecause it used to be a
S1 -monthl, newsletter. I think it Is still called a monthly newsletter.

,Unfortunately, we missed a few months so we now call it the periodic
mon•nthly new-,s l etter.

Finally, we put out )ur own vacancy announcement which is very eagerly
read by many of you who wish to make any type of career advancement or a
career change. Many people ask, "Do I have to keep calling in? I get a
vacancy announct'ment, and then I've got to call in again and leave nty name
to get it the next time." The answer is yes, you do. I'm not sure why
it has to function that way. but we tried to set up a mailing list. There

r.,j • is some rule that prohibits this type of thing. I don't know the rule, but,
take it fr'im me, there is a rule. We put out a vacancy announcement. It
comes out every month or so wh;ch lists all the jobs that. we knoq about in
the library field, in the federal government, in the library of Congress, and
el sewhere.

SiNow I think It' like to review some of our contracts and our OCLC
invol'v'emelnt.

The OCLC experimnnt, which we called FLECC and now FEDLNK, has been
an urqualified success. I recentiy had to prepare some justification and
some background literature. I thoight I'd go back and I'd find out how much
_iust federal government cooperative cataloging has saved, In Fiscal Year

I 1976, June 1975 to June 1976, we saved--estimated if you relate it back
S to the cost of salaries of the average cataloger GS-07 or GS-09--I.? million

dollars. Now that does not subtract out the cost o,• the contrdact but it
a'so does not include something you can't put a dollar price oil which is
the value of that inforation getting on shelves much sooner because you
can catalog faster with OCLC. We in the Federal Library Committeei, Jim
Rile-', Lillian Washington, and .yself, don't believe for 1 minute that
the present OCLC arrargement is the end all and th. be all where we can
stop and ,ay, "Good job well done," and we can just go on tc other things
and say we've taken care of library automation so far as cataluging.

We have a number of programs under way, and we're constanti• learning
_ho• to do a better lob with the programs we havE. I've been very involved

S_ ir. working with GPO during the last 6 or 7 months as they put ir. their
system. I can tell you that I have seldom in my experience of looking
at systems analysis efforts seen a better job done than was done by the
'Government Printing Office. They had an automýtea system and they were
cataloging to that automated system in their own n.cnthly catalog. They
were not using CR or LC cataloging practices. rhey had their own GPO
system. They did not use OCLC. It was a GPO automated system. They
used terminals, but only as punch card input to the terminal in downtown
GPO. They switched over and joined OCLC mainly to promote standarfizationbut also to get the monthl,, catalog out in a better fon. and to get it out

sooner. I don't know if any of yot. have seen the July monthly catalog.
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People -.re very enLhusiasLic dbout it. We onl the Federal Library Committee
arc very indebted to GPO for the work they've done. It needs improvement,
arid we have learned an awful lot from this particular effort. One of the
things we learned is that GPO does not operate at all like most of you
operate who have OCLC terminals. They have eight people who are ready
to use these termindls oin a full-time basis all day long. This means
if the terminals go dow.n you've got a lot of people sitting around with
nothing to do. I'm, aware that this can also happen in other libraries
but they have much more of a production situation. Another thing we
observed there when we took the terminals over and put them in the middle
of the room at the GovrnmenL Printing Office. Well, here are these
terminal operators sitting there trying to key in data and waiting for it,
ann up comes Susie and says, "Gee, did you see Channel 7 last night--Laverne
and Shirley? I thought that was good," and the other operator said, "Yes,
I saw it," and she typed in "Laverne and Shirley." The record is ruined.
In other words we found out we have to actually segregate the operators
and. move the terminals. W,- also Found that production is a very key thing
out there. In other words, we found that people don't like to work on
terminals all day long anc just do that. We look at production control
and we've seen their input averages. They can get five records in from
9to 10 o'clocK, five from 10 to 11, after lunch - three, from 3 to 4 -
two, and it has not(hing to d. with the response time out of OCLC. So we
are Wvry much in a learning environment out there.

One of the things we're thinking about luokiiig at also with OCLC, and
it ties into a contract we now have, is the potential use of a mini-computer
to pack the data. Then thi, switching center will send it out via a faster
means of tele-mcoirnunicatio, at the end of the day. This will involve an
initial search of the OCLC cata base by GPO. GPO will un.,oubtedly be set
up at some place down the line as a -esponsibilit., center for cataloging.
We hope eventually to have ground rules that say that if the Navy is getting
something printed through the Government Printing Office that they'll catalog
it; they'll do the input cataloging on OCLC if they're on OCLC or they'll
at least prepare the work sheet. This will then only be reviewed by GPO.
This is a ways off, but this is the way we are intending to go. We're
working very closely with the Library of Congress on this, and we hope
that it will lhave a great deal of success. In the manner of tele-communi-
cation, it's our intention with our present OCLC network to extend the line
that we now have, and the line we now have is main line. We have two lines
between Washington and Columbus. We plan to extend that line to Denver,
Colorado, probably after the first of the year. At Denver, we intend to
bring in federal libraries and perhaps some nonfederal libraries. Why are
we bringing some nonfederal libraries in on a government lease line?
Because we can bring the cost down. We only have about five or six
'libraries right now in Denver that want to come in over that line which
costs 600 dollars a month. Divide 6 into 500 dollars and you've got each
library paying 100 dollars. Bring in 6 more and you've got 12 and that
brings us down to 50 dollars. Another reason is that the network organization
out there can help our federal libraries. We would save ti'em some money so
they could lower cost and they'd save us some n.oney. We don't know if this
is going to work yet; we're working with OCLC and with AT&T to try and make
it happen. We also have a subcotmiittee that': working very diligently (it's
vot an FLC subcomm•ittee) on satellite communications to explore the use of
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that technique t or a quicker -and lower cost to] o- conmunnicati ons, operation.
So -michl for tel e-conoutuni ca tions.

Proban ly two of' the m'ost. far-reachingj s tudi e-1 that we iIve gJoi iig right
A. n~ow iltl !-doral Li brary Conrni ttee are what we cal1 data base design

stdis Las sping, in talkingj with Jim Riliey and Lililian Washington,I ~we nioted that uretty soon we might. be recei vingq the retrospective tape from1
4OCLC ý41iich was tal led for inl thle contract. This retrosp~ective tape, is, a

ta , of all the holdings that we've sent. out there for thle past year, and
it is inl our cont~ract anid it. is going) to be provided by OCLC. It's not only

a llte holId ings that, we've i nput., bu t it's all th liecod tha wI e ye , id,
"Yes,. we already have it and somebody else has input it and we've (lotter. it

on 3 by5" ard ."So t'srather anl extensive list of records from val jous
10sources. Somebody inl the offic-e said, 'Gee, i t'- nlice thatw il in

get t his tpe but what wil11 we do w ith it. " So wi th that, thought ill mind
we sat down and said, "Tthis is anl opportunlity to es tablish51 a federal datai
base. " Is this a glood i ded,? If it is at good idea, where Should i t be?
What needs s-hould i t satisfy anld canl it be opera ted by another federal
insti tuti Oni? Should it just (deal with specialized requi rements like

(Jovernmlilen[t documenits? Should i t try to serve just a selected group of
agencies like DOD1 or like thte envi ronimental aqeonci es?,

We have awarded a contract ,through thle Cmet ti epoess , t o
I low ýysltems and they are, cominrg up withi a report. We' re work ing to q gv
them all thle in formation wo Poss ibliy can. They are go ing1 to conh;t e,:' t",

a report. tnat will be a game p1lan for thle federal librairy dia ta, base ' i" I I
tell us wh tiler we ý,houl d have one, where it shoul d be. what i t shoui*Ii -us.,o
and what put-pose, it sho'uld serve.

Concurrent with that we nave a contract wvith Larry 1.ivinqstonl as aI ~C",~ISUlItan t k, Larry Livings tonii s w ith the Council on Li brary R~esources ) to
do anl overallI s urvev oi what dto we me1anl wnlen we saly a federall liibrary
ne'twork. Where shou d federal libraries be go i n together" How should

13 hey relate to the Libtrary of Con(Iress? How should the Library of Congress;
ret ate back to them? How should they relate to the outside world? To thle
pub4 iA' Wla t aret plr i lic i 0hmi paloal s that. they ought to have as a un ited
Oor'alizat~iof over the nlext 3, 5, or' 7 years? I 4r. L i vi iqs ton is working very
Cl os~' ly wvith tle dat-a base0 cont ract. His ef fort is real ly a llon'i ram~e and
I Short range Pi pann inq effort that wvil1 tell1 us through malnnaagamerl t
vi ewpoin11t whore hie thinke we ouglit to be goi ng. Hie wi 11 also develop a
neam' torm automation pl ann tr~g effort that wil preo-ably result, unless they
tel us USWO donl't neeV-d d federal data base. in, some typ"e of au tomati on
service that you do not nlow hlave. So these are two very i'nupoi'tant contracts
that I think next year Jim Riley or I canl come back and actual ly tell you,
"Wel 1, a year ago we sa i d we'd have those two contract.s . Now here- are all
OW the IC ecssAS to Why We 1ieVer got theml."

1 Ilitpht add tha~t thle funds for thoese contracts come al1most zigual1ly out
of' the 1.ibhiary of Congrjless and from otionŽr federal libraries. I 'il no0t gjoing
to name them because if I dto Pi'm liable to forget one. B3ut anl awfull lotI of federal libraries have provided money and assistance for these various
conitracts.
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Ainoth(r automaLion co tlracL which does tie In very carefully back again
to our look atL OCLC is With InformaLics to develop a handbook which will be
tit led A (;Iide L(oU.ij ni.q,...,1 -cn i -c jters ._.n ' ederl 1 Libraries. In forma tics
h'as , lot of experience in tile use of mini-computers. We know that federal
I ibraries are makinq and( have plans for making extensive use of mini-
compuLers. The Army Library in tihe Pentagon is one of the chief users
in this area right now. NOAA has a large Interest in the use of mini-
Comp'uters. Mini-comlputers do SO much more for you now than they did 5
years ago. We think that mini-computers are going to be one of the biggest
things that's happened to libraries insofar as actually performing various
applications for libraries. We expect to have a handbook out next year
that you can use that will help you plan how your library can use a
mliini- computer or plan for the use of mini-computers. The object here is
to use this tool if it warrants it and if you have a library that can use it.

Some libraries in certain federal agencies have a horrible time getting
on whatever computer the department has decided is supposed to serve them.
Their appllications come in either last or near the end. They often get the
poorest progranumiers in the organization. They are told that there has to
be some give oecause the re-design of the pay roll system is taking longer
than we thoughLht. The (live frequently happens in the 1I brary application.
We know this. We know it's bad but it doesn't do us any good in the Federal
L ibrary Comii ttee to go around and tell Assistant Secretaries for Adminis-
trat ion that this is bad and you ought to be nicer to your library and give
them better systems analysts and more automation assistance. Instead we're
t.Ioing to try to play our own game, and our own game right now is miini-
computLers. In addition to the guide that they're preparing, Infortnatics
is also looking at the use of mini-computers as a switching center device--
and they're noL t.he only people do(ing this. Several of the networks, maii.ly
NILINLT. SALINEUT, and other networks in OCLC, also have efforts under way
to do the same Lhinlr.

NexL Tuesday at 10:00 in the Labor Decpartment.n audi torium, there will
lhe a moevLi ng wi LM ir. 0u0I41g o(f IRS. We're encouragling as many federal

Si br1rr, I, .s ; we can to come because we dreI in the process of negotiating
hl l(, ontract with Mr. Quigg to provide on-line bibliographic service for

hi.s dlaLa bases through F'LC. This will be our first departure from just
plrovlding the coimuion cataloging service of OCLC. We have been criticized
in tlhe Iederal Library Committee for being thle eastern office of OCLC, or
the Federal government office. Some people come in there and they've
,1iC:ua lly thought that Lillian Washingtori worked for OCLC and didn't work
for the 1,ederal LibIrary Coniv lttee. Well, that's not true and I'm sure those
of you who have worked with us know it's not true. We have an outstanding
working relationship with OCLC. They work very hard to solve the problems
that we have. They are a contractor to us. Quite frankly, they are riot
as resipis lIy as we would sometlimes like them to be, but then they have
their own set of Prolblems toO. This Is some Lthirig that will give biblilo-
qraphic searchimn calpabllity to federal libraries at a lower cost arid without
the1 necessi ty of negotiatting thelr own contract. You will be able to
trair,frr inony to LC as you nic do with your OCLC contracts. We've had
a m'ettingI with Lockheed to attempt to do tile san5e thrig, and we intend to
,ne!with SDC al-0, Wihy aire We (101oii) hLsii i Iecauise you have asked us to
lprovel(h" better smrvl ce to fe(heral I lbrarIes.
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SIAnother contract that we have which I think you'd be interested in is
with a consultant who is working on revised classification standards for
libraries. In addition, the personnel subcomimiittee of FLC is working closely
with the Civil Service Conmiiission to attempt to bring the classification
standards that govern most of your jobs into more conformance with reality.
I think there is a need to demonstrate to your managements that libraries
are very much a part of the problem solving nmchanism in federal agencies
and in federal departments. Too often they have not been used enough, and
that's one of the reasons why they can't get the service for automation that

I they have so desperately needed; but where libraries are able to provide
problem solvers in federal agencies with on-line bibliographic searching
capabilities and with government reports in a timely manner that will help
them with their research, these libraries will receive better grades, better

I jobs, and a better environment and be used much more as a tool for problem
solvers. You know, I'm not a librarian and I never thought about this until
I came to work for the Federal Library Committee; but, all through college
and all through graduate school, what did I use as a tool for research to
solve the problems that I had to do? The library. I had to write term
papers all the time. I went to the library to get out books to study, to

I learn. It's continually the library--the library--the library. When I
came to work, the first job I had was with the Navy Management Office-.-a
long time ago. Then I worked for the Department of Transportation for a
number of years. I never used the library to solve any problems. I never
went near it except when I was working on a graduate thesis at George
Washington. There's something kind of weird and wrong with that--that you
would use it so much as an intellectual tool when you're growing up and

4 you're trained to use it, and then you get into a job environment and you
ignore it. It wasn't just me; so were the other systems analysts and
management analysts also around me, but, hopefully, we're trying to turn

ithe corner on that.

The Federal Library Committee is also talking to BALLOTS and to the
Washington Library Network about attempting to bring federal libraries into1i those data bases through FLC. We don't care if they go in directly. You
know, most of them want a network office as soon as we can possibly do so.
I pass that along for whatever interest it is. I think that fairly well

• isums up everything I wanted to get across to you.
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udC's PUBLICITY SUPPORT TO LIBRARIES

Robert Rea
DOC Liaison Office

My purpose is to deoscrihe the Public Affairs Program of the Defense
Documentation Center. I'11 coverv the various media we use, and I'll also
review some of the public affairs pýroblems we nave t,,6n~tc;ed- Finally,
I'll drop hints concerning ways we can assist each other in our public
affairs efforts.

First, for those who may not be familiar with the Center, I'll briefly
describe its programs and services.

DUC, and its predecessor organizations. have been in existence under
various naiies since World War II. We provide technical information service
to all feueral government agencies and to their contractors, subcontractors,
and grantees.

iouoC does not serve the general public directly. Like other government
agencies, however, we make unclassified/uniimited technical reports available
to tne general public tnrough the National Technical Information Service of
Uthe Department of Conmlerce.

I

IBasically, D)C services are provided through four major data banks.
Tie oldest data banK concerns our technical report collection. We have
more than one mill ion two hundred thousand reports in this collection. I
They cover virtually all areas of science and technology. By DOD regulation,
tne Center is supposed to receive copies of all technical reports--generated
by OD funding--up to and including secret and restricted data. Classified
reports and reports having limitations on distribution are made available
to DDU users on a need-to-know basis.

The second data bank is cal led the Research and Technology Work Unit
Information System. This is a collection of technically-oriented summaries
of R&D projects currently in progress at the work unit level. These summaries
cover the who, what, when, where, purpose, progress, and sponsorshlip of the
efforts. From this data bank, DDC will even provide you the names and
telephone lUitmbers of persons principally involved in these current Defense-
sponsored R&O projects.

The Ltird data bank is called the Defense R&D Program Planning
Information System. IL contains program planning documentation at tile
project and task levels. This data bank is an important management tool
for alleviating the problem of duplication of R&D efforts.
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The fourth data bank is the Independent Research and Development
P-ryram. It is concerned with summaries of research performed by industrial
orjanizations which are not fully funded by Department of Defense agreements.
Its purpose is to enhance communication between the Defense and industrial
sectors.

With the four data banks, DDC can provide information on completed
research--current research--planned research--and independent industrial
R&D efforts. Retrieval is fast because all the data banks are operated
by computers. Information from all four data banks is available to DOD
organizations.

Most of the services offered by DDC are free. Our announcement
I publication, searches of the various data banks, reference aids and

assistance, and many other services are provided without any cost to our
users. We have even arranged for our contractor users to receive discounts
ollhcn they purchase defense reports from the National Technical Information
Service.

There are nominal charges for some DDC products. We charge 3 dollar•
for paper copies of technical reports distributed from DUC. If you want
to cut costs, we will give you that same report for 95 cents, if you will
accept a microfiche copy. Users participating in our Automatic Document
Distribution Program pay only 35 cents per document.

If you want a magnetic tape of the announcements in TAB, you can get
: all 26 issues for 1,000 dollars. For compendiums of the reports accessioned

by DDC during the 1960's, the costs vary from 425 to 3,225 dollars. We
will give you tie computer software packages to use with these products
free of charge.

Our users can actually cut the costs of literature searches conducted
i by NTIS. They can request a free literature search of all Defense-sponsored

technical reports from DDC. This bibliography will include citations of
the unclassified/unlimited reports distributed by NTIS. The request for
an NTIS literature search, then, could be for all non-DOD reports. Since
NTIS charges by the number of finds, your costs would be reduced.

There isn't an engineer, scientist, or R&D manager involved in
3 government research and development who couldn't save his time--his talent--

and his organization's money by using DDC services.

For 3 dollars--or as little as 35 cents---lIe can get a copy of a report
that reflects thousands or even millions of dollars of research. If he is
stumped by a particular problem, he can query the DDC Work Unit Information
System and get the names and telepnone numbers of persons working in related

I areas to seek his solution. DDC programs offer all sorts of additional
assistance.

II Next to welfare, DDC offers the greatest bargains in government.
Registering with DDC ib "lke adding a million-volume library to your
facility, and with special information and services available from no

SI iother source.
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So, then, why isn't DUC better known and better utilized? The answer
to that question leads us to the major topic of miv talk--the DDC Public
Affairs Program.

At DOC, the Public Affairs Program is a responsibility of the User
Liaison Office. [hat office also is responsible for the Center's marketing
and liaison programs.

The major DOC Public Affairs Program involves four persons. I am the
[JOC Public Affairs Officer. I have one writer and one writer-trainee.
The fourth member is a clerk-typist.

We write pamphlets, brochures, feature articles, fliers, product
inserts, user guides, visitors guides, news releases and some items for
tne Technical Abstract Bulletin.

We write speeches, motion picture scripts, encyclopedic materials,
and special letters.

We design posters, vu-graphs, flip charts, and special data cards.

We prepare all historical materials required of the Center and we
develop agenda for special meetings.

The DLC'f eOst_ also is produced by my office.

In addition to these general distribution materials, we make a variety
of brochures which are tailored for special segments of our user population
such as patent attorneys, DOD students, on-line users, and the small
business community.

In brief, th~e DDC public affairs office uses a wide vLriety of media
to publicize DOC programs. So, again, we have to ask the question, "Why
isn't DDC better known and used throughout the federal research and
devel opment conivuni ty?"

With 10 years as the DDC Public Affairs Officer, I have gathered a
number of reflex answers to that question. Other answers have been supplied
through surveys and through visits to user organizations.

I'd like to go over a few of the reasons DDC encounters public
reiations problems.

A major pu!.lir •.ff-,irs problem concerns the fact that our products,
for th;. :;:c• part, are classified or limited in distribution. The necessary
security and control requirements limits the amount of publicity we can
provide and restricts the audiences we can serve.

Because our products are classified and restricted in distribution,
various forms are required for their control. User organizations generally
dislike having to store, complete, and submit so many different forms.
We try to keep these forms to a minimum, but we do have to use them.
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rDDC was directed to classify its announcement publication, the
"Technical Abstract Bulletin." This change didn't help our public relations
effort. Also, L.., imposition of charges for products and services, although
nominal, has caused public relations problems.

Irom 19u3 through 1973, the DDC Public Affairs Officer was instructed
to conduct only a passive program. In that period, it was basically a
one-man operation. Innovative programs were frowned upon; he was only
to respond to requests for information. Even in this passive stature,
it was possible to get some feature articles published, to make two motion
pictures, and to make token efforts with other media.

The present administrator, Mr. Hubert Sauter, wants an active Public
Affairs Program. There is a great deal more leeway and encouragement to
institute new media and new programs. So you might say the current DDC

* Public Affairs Program is about 3 years old.

In those 3 years, we have made many changes. The policy of the DDC
SDigest has changed. We try to keep our Digest articles short, and to have

S I no carry-over of stories. In every issue, we try to publish at least one
S• article concerning some other government information agency of interest

to the DDC user community. It would help considerably if the other agencies
would reciprocate.

To encourage the routing of the Digest within the recipient activities,
we include a routing slip on the back page. We know some users are routing

5 the Digest, but we don't know how many. Gathering this type information is
also a problem.

SThis year, we introduced the "DDC Technigram" which is a flier designed
to bring attention to special programs or changes in programs. In mid-
September, we sent . "Technigram" to DOD user organizations to inform th1ii
they could get all Defense technical reports from DDC at DDC prices. This
change in programs can save Defense organizations a lot of money. Last week,
I received three telephone calls which indicated the users either didn't
receive the "Technigram" or didn't read it.

We instituted a Speakers Bureau at DDC, made up of key employees who
are qualified to go out and speak on the Center's programs and services.
Of course there are restrictions on travel, and these individuals do have
their own jobs which suffer when they are away.

In the area of posters, we know DDC has to compete with other organiza-
tions for display space. To better compete, we cut the size of our posters
to normal pa(;e size. Again, we don't know how successful this approach has
been.

beDeveloping public infornmation materials is no problem. And distributing
these materials is no problem; we have user lists supplemented by other

I listings for distributing our materiels.
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Our problem here is that the .;aterials reach our focal points but are
not circulated to the engihleers, scientists, program managers, and others
within the organizatits who would benefit by knowing of DDC services.
These individuils can't take advantage of our bibliographic services,
our ADD P'rogram, our reference service, or' any other service if they
dcn't know DOC exists. If every user organization would circulate the

DOC infG.,1mation materials we have available, our output of products would
more than double in a very short time.

The image of DOC meing a source of information only for engineers and
scientists is another problem. There are individuals in many military
assignments--outside of R&D--who could benefit from the services of DDC.

There are reports at t1-2 Center to help military instructors, maintenance
officers, photo laboratory personnel, security officers, laundry officers,
brig officers, and personnel in many other assignments.

2. Currently, we are involved in an effort to help students at Defense-
sponsored schools make greater use of DOC programs. We will provide them
literature searches, copies of reports, and summaries of current and planned
R&D efforts. We hope these materials will enable them to prepare more
comprehensive and useful theses, project reports, or even term papers.

While we are on the subject of DDC problems, I would like to discuss
a major problem that concerns our military user organizations, those other
thaan libraries. A focal point is assigned for each of our user codes.
Often, this 4s an additional duty assignment for an officer or NCO within
the organization. Our problem is that, on change of assignments, many of
these persons fail to pass on infornation concerning DDC to their replace-
ments. During a visit to users at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, I stopped
in one activity that was registered with us. I tried to contact the focal
point. That officer had been transferred and six other individuals had been
given turns with the additional duty assignment. The incumbent had no
i information about DOC, The information just hadn't been passed on to him.
This is an especially difficult problem.

In very general terms, I've described the Center's Public Affairs
Program and its associated problems.

I would like to turn to suggestions concerning ways you can enhance
your own library publicity efforts and, hopefully, further the DDC Public
Affairs Program. I want to emphasize that these are only suggestions.
I make no pretense toward having any expertise in operating a library.

First of all, most military libraries should be registered for DOC
services, and this access to DOC should be publicized. As I stated earlier,
being registered with DDC is equivalent to adding more than a million volumes
to your library and adding special data banks and reference services. Again,
this is important even if your organization is not primarily involved in
research and development.
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Tile Armor School Library at Fort Knox, Kentucky, publishes a booklet
whicn carries descriptions of all its sources of information. DDC wasj ~recently offered thle opportunity to review that portion of the pubiication
pertaining to the Center. Although the write-up on DDC was accurate, we

offered a revised description which we hoped would encourage greater use
of our services and would eliminate any feeling that requests for DDC
services were an imposition on our time. This type of booklet is an
excellent means of advertising library services.

SI The second step is to make certain you have current literature
concerning DOC programs and services. If you are ever in doubt as to the
currency of your information, request a new DOC information kit. If you

fnotice any item in the kit that you would like to have as a handout item
for your library, let us know.

Make certain also that you have an ample supply of the forms used to
request DDC products. We respond to orders for these forms as quickly as
possible.

To advertise the availability of the various library services, including
access to tile DOC data banks, ask for a bulletin board near the snack bar
or in some other ar, ,here a large number of employees will see it. An

I attractive bulletin ooard--or boards--will gain attention--especially if
the notices are changed frequently and include general interest items.
Of course, we hepe you will include notices concerning DDC.

Your public affairs officers can give you tremendous assistance in
publicizing the offerings of your library. You should be able to gel. feature
articles concerning library services published periodically in your station
newspapers. An article concerning your access to the DOC data banks can be
prepared from the materials in the DDC information kit. If you would like
LDOC to coordinate on articles you prepare, we will be happy to do so.
Notices in your organizations' employee bulletins also could promote your
libraries.

I If your conmiand sends out a letter of welcome to new employees, ask
Sjthe responsible individual to include information concerning library

services. Of course we hope you will include information on access to DDC
in that announcement.

Another method of publicizing your services is to print messages on
card stock that can be used as bookmarks. Or you can make the notices the

Ssame size as pay checks and have them distributed with the checks.

Posters or other notices at tile book issue counters can help publicize
2 your access to DOC services. If you want to include posters on DDC, we will

provide such posters.

Having sample (unclassified) bibliographies pertinent to your organiza-
tion's interests available at your check out counter can help you promote
DOC service. One of these could be a bibliography of all the reports your
organization has submitted to DDO. You might find some of your visitors

SI checking to see if their names are included as authors. This also serves
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as encouragement to persons preparing technical reports to submit the
required copies to DDC.

Many of you receive visits or telephone requests from representatives
of contractor organizations seeking technical information. You would be
doing them and us a tremendous service by alerting them to their eligibility
for DDC services.

If your post or station is involved in military schooling, you should
request supplies cf a special handout we produced for DOD military and
civilian students. We have other special handouts for small businesses|
and government patent attorneys.

"A most important way you can help publicize DDC programs is to f
circulate and display materials on DDC. If you would like us to send you
"these materials, please let us know.

Each of you should know that DDC was established to augment your
services and not to displace them. The proper use of DDC programs gives
you the opportunity to provide your clientele a more comprehensive service.
We need your nelp and we hope we can help you.

I would hope that any time you or any oi your library personnel are
in the Washington area you will visit DDC for a briefing and tour. We
conduct these briefings every Tuesd&y afternoon at 1:30. While you're
there, I'll show you the publicity materials we have available, and we
will send you supplies of any you select.
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61BLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL OF TECHNICAL REPORTS
USING AN OCLC-COMPATIBLE SYSTEM

Janet Brooks
Defense Cominunications Agency

JI There are many people who have been concerned about how to handle
technical report literature with an OCLC system, but many of you are already
using the OCLC for cataloging technical reports a:nd our remarks here will
come as no surprise to you. But for those less familiar with the system
and for those considering acquisition of an OCLC system, a lot of questions
may present themselves, as for example: Will OCLC be cost-effective for
me? Can it be used for cataloging materials I do not want to deposit into
the shared cataloging data base? Can I put items into tihe shared cataloging
data base without using some of the standard tags that OCLC declares to be
mandatory? If I do put items in, can I supress some of these things? How
can I adjust the OCLC tags to go on to 14:3's and 1634's and 1498's to
control the literature under those catFgories?1 The economists estimate that net. and improved capital goods contribute
between 40 and 60 percent of produwivity increases that are experienced

currently in the private sector. For that reason, the DOD directive 501034,
& dated August 4, 1975, calls for the Department of Defense agencies to look

favorably on investing in capital equipment to enhance productivity.
Therefore, the climate at the top is very favorable to the acquisitiontj of remote terminals. The labor intensiveness of our library operations
makes most libraries likely candidates for automation. The many librarians
in small libraries are still told by computer experts that their facilities
are too low in volume to justify installation of a computer terminal, and it

U is sometimes difficult for the library which is last to receive technology
maae freely available to other areas of the agency. Librarians who now take
OCLC chiefly as a tool for controlling formally published bodies of

8 literature understandably sometimes feel a little insecure recomnending
the purchase of an OCLC terminal in instances where the formal literature
constitutes only a very small part of their overall collection. Paul
Klinefelter has remarked that DDC intends someday to provide the kind of
snared cataloging for technical reports that OCLC now provides for the
formal literature, but what do we do in the mean•time? We can use OCLC for
the literature we need to control. Herman Miles says that thie input to DDC
has declined from a rate of 50,000 documents per year to only 28,000. A
lot of technical reports and studies and analyses that used to go into DDC
are no longer getting there. Therefore, DDC, even if it had this system,

3 Icould not give us control over the literature for which we are responsible
5 but which it has not yet received. Everywhere I have servd it seems that

a very difficult problem is to get in control of the reports and information
i generated within the agency in which I have served. I suspect that this is
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true for many of ,ou. Some of that literature you would not want to place
into a snared data base, such as the main OCLC catalog; out you would like
to have the advantages of the OC C facility for putting it into your own
system. Our next speaker, Jane Tucker, has been in charge of the OCLC
system (0t ih3S since June 1973 and will describe how such report control
can be accomplished through OCLC.

5
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ii~ ThCt41CAL RLEPORT APPLICATIONS Or. ClICLC

Watiornal 1ýureau of Stanldarcs Library

ElCataloginq of technical reports F-ccording lo L.C. rules results in
co~ntrol nuambers such as rePort number and cont-rdet number being Entered
as notes on the catalog card, wnen L they cannot be used cts search !,ys in
thle OCIC system. As a result of studies at thle NBS Library, we have foune
tOat OCIC does allow you to enter any type )f number in the 099 field. You
can change all useful num,,bers wh~ich formerly appeared only as notes into
series entries wn~icn art, traced, You can then hiave card sets producell

allwiiqyou to fieunder the agency that did the work., as w~elll as the
agency for who~i-i thie work was done.

we nave also used the local subject heading 690 field for tha contract
number and nave cards producoda which can be filed by contract inumb~er, 1 1
you are crt~ating arcpi~vai ae and using your owfn computer tu search them,
you can put tiie contract niumber under the (066 tag and retrieve the oelevant_I citations thiat way,

InpUting9 i ecordJs on. classifie-d reports can be done easily if you just
want cards or entries onl your tape and do not want thle record to be availab 2Itu aoyont: else us-ing OACLC. -If yoj Ainput the baSil' Idata to OCLC and then

035 f~ald 'to show that thle report Is a restricted documient, ana this
infrmaionwill be Printed at- the left of '-he car4 where it is very
prmnnt.Yu can also use ht- I -cal note field 5;90 to. shown trne distribution

caeoyand, put thle contract number in thle local subject neading field.
j Tis record will be recordedi on your archival tape and ca-rds can be pr'oduced

for you, but the reco'o will not go into zhe OCLC data base.
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U01MM11TH1 ON INFORMATION HANGUPS

E:velyn Fass
Institute for Definse Analysis

There Is in organization onl th'ý Washi ngton scene with no official
sponsur, no dues, no poli ticking that I have noticed--and, so far, no
operatiig costs that arý_ :lot gladly picked up as they occur by thle members.
flnough t;,e Coiunittee on Information Hangups began as a group of users of
federatl ii,fori~a ion distribution services, its activities have provided
aI twG-way cOm111MUnictiOnl chan1nel imuortant to both the users and the
distribution servic,2s.

It. be~lan inl Juily 196o with the introduction of Di)C charges for ordering
do':umen ts inl nard copy. After tal king to othurs ait thle SLA meeting i n
Mon u1'ea' inl June 1969, Rutil S Smith of IDiA (,who has been the chai rman of
thle Conuui tee unl Intoritation flanqups since its i nception) came to feel it
mighlt be useful to learn how many of the users of federal report services
nad thle same or!oolems we at IDA did in dealing with the impact of that
change.

From,~ DUC's list, of ?00 top users, 30 facilities in the D.C. area were
ideati fie ei nd invited to solnd someone to ain "uno ffi cial expl oratory meeti ng"
to be nield at IDA onl thle 24th of June. They were goi~iq to talk about thle
present state, of docunient information transfer--specifically, thle problems
that, resul ted from the changes in DOC delivery procedure, and hlow they had
handled thom. Of' thc) 30 invi ted, approximately 27 facil1.ties--soile DOD,
Some not.--responded. Each discovered they were wrestling, separately, withii- the same problems.

What I find noteworthy is tile heterogeneous make-up of this convocation:
managers, of information facil11tie, from federal departments, from DOD
laboratories, from for-profit defcense co'ntractors., and from not-for-profit
FCRC's had gathered and identified nroblems they haid in common, and had set
to work os a gjroup to do something about them. They reached thle consensus
that they were a group) which could provide useful (ecoback from the user's
point of view to improve the flow and handl ingj of 6dicuments and information.
They went. a lot, further, as you see, than the original goal--the examination
of the impact Of User u!,arges.

!ietwotin the first meeting un June 24 and the publ ication of a report
inl September of 1969, two meetint~s were hoij, and a lot of homework was done.
Five commi i.tees studied and reported onl the nature of thle user community, the
need for field office viewing facilities, the state of a~stract bulletins
and indexes, tand subject. categoric;- Fov SDI. They provided selected
statisti'_s and summarized basic user concerns. Thle report was titled
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Intorira•aLion HO p.. : Problems EncoUn1tered _b Users Of tihe Tecnical
information Services Offered by DOC and CFSTI with Recommendations for the
Fu-ture. Representatives of D, and NTIS were invited to the fourth meeting

of the group and were presented with the report.

Responses were rather defensive. We were told that we represented only
a S11101l percentige of the users, and critics of TAB and USGRDR should know
that these were designed as announcement tools, not as a bibliographic
record. Dr. Stegmaier, director of DOC, suggested we aim our guns at all
government information services including the AEC, NASA, and possibly GPO.
Colonel Downie of COSATI also suggested we broaden our scope "to fight the
bigger battle." Hu Sauter, then director of Clearinghouse, waS a little

I more friendly; but I think we took him a little by surprise, too.

But--they read the report. They found this was not just a bunch of
carping critics. They found statistics, analyses, and concrete suggestions
for improveiient. The report was given distribution. It was announced in
Sjecial Libraries and made available through ERIC. It had impact--bolh on
other iqers and on the suppliers. Paul Howard of FLC asked for an accountI of the last meeting to put in the Federal Library ecord. LaVera Morgan

of NRL introduced the report for discus.,ion at thie 13th Military Librarians'
Workshop in Newport and asked to reproduce portions ii, the Proceedings.
Ruth McCullough took it to the National Security Industrial Association,
which showed interest and support. Masse Bloomfielc at Hughes Aircraft

Sin California said, "This is what we've been trying to tell DOC." Frank
McKenna at SLA said, "We're not moving too fast working with COSATI; please
let us participate in your efforts." Hangups went international when ASLIB,
in Great Britain, wrote to ask for a copy of the report.

SOn the government side--DDC responded. Expedite service became better.
TAB got a type face that was easier to read. A title index appeared,
beginning with the 1969 compilation. The Form 55 was re-designed and was
Dprinted in multiple form on NCR paper, and Form 1 was re-designed.
Clearinghouse also responled. All the suggestions in the report were
adopted. Among them w' chdnges in title (from USGRDR to GRA), in frequency
of the index, in legibiii ty of the information on the spine. The accession
number moved froiii the end of the abstract to the first spot in thle entry and
4ws printed in bold print.

DDC and Clearinghouse found something out. They found they had a
feedback itecnanism. They had a consumer's group which did not want just to
shoot barbs but to work out solutions together.

I Amity and cooperation between users and suppliers grew. Soon, there
was information in ASPR explaining DUC services available to contractors.
We received, among other thiigs, advance word of changes in film production;

Sof tne charges to be instituted for distribut-4- of reports on Microfiche;
and of the production of the 1611m compendium ' announcements, "R&D in
the 60's."

By this time, the committee was meetinq fairly regularly, every second
montn. Somewhere along the way, the name was changed to the more catchyA title of Com..mittee on Information Pangups. By now, a representative of
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ODC--often tile director or deputy director--was attending each meeting. A
representative of NTIS--often the director or deputy dircctor--attended each
meetLi ng. Tihe chief of NASA's technical information facility anti hi.•. deputy

attended each meeting. rhere was dialogue. Users and producers talked about
l-orm b5, about educating contract monitors and release authorities regarding
document release, and about problems of users in acquisition of old
documents.

Then, something hiappened which for the user group was a real turning
point.

In October 1971, NTIS, contemplating further update of its directory,
invited (and the important word is invited) CIH "to take a look at NTIS
with an eye to suggesting ways of cutting their operating costs without

V was set up consisting of one librarian from DOD, one from a nonprofit
FCRC, and two from federal contractors. They zeroed in on bibliographic
control, looked at NTIS in terms of the whole federal documents retrieval
picture, and decided to address themselves to the greater picture of
federial document retrieval and delivery--from NTIS, NASA, DDC--all of it.
I reconmiend you read Distinction Is All , which is the name of their report.
Consider its recommendations in relation to the networking developments
that are taking shape today under tile encouragement of NCLIS. Consider
their' recommendations in relation to the mission of the new Office of the
Special Assistant to the Librarian of Conaress for Networking. You may
conclude that the CIH Subcoiniittee on Document Procurement was on the right
track. Their report is in the literature. It i s available from ERIC. I
have seen it referred to several times in examinsitions of the national
bibliographic needs.

In its 7 years, the Committee has iotentified and examined many hang
ups. I've left out a lot--but I can't neglect telling those who may not
know that the How to Get It dirocto-y--that good reference tool--was the
brainchild of C!I-. The directory subcoenzittee went to several organizations
to try to find a sponsor. SLA, Joint Venture, and NSF liked the idea, but
had no money available. Finally, our administration at IDA accepted a
proposal to let our library produce it as an IDA research project. it was
done in 6 months by Regina Nellor and can be bought for $7.25 from NTIS.
I have brought samples of this and other CIH products, plus a bibliography
for those of you who'd like it.

In June 1974, DDC invited (again, thle important word is invited) Hangups
to make substantive input to DDC's long-range study. There was an all-day
meeting in Springfield, Virginia, with full dress presentations by the DDC
staff. fhey asked that we review existing DDC services and identify user
requirements kor the ri.et 10 years, that we define and quantify user
reLquirements and document our analyses. Then, Hu Sauter (the present
director of DOC) told us that, if we didn't like what was happening in
10 years, it would i'; in part, our own fault.

By now, i!angups had developed a style of operating. Subcommittees were
formed. Repurts were written Chairimen defended their coimmittee reports in
an editing session, and the whole thing was formed into a final report which
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came out in January 1975 titled Especial i DDC: Users Look dt the DOD
Information Transfer Process, Recolmena made for ictii DDC,

a by DOD, by the Executive Branch, and by the users. DDC management acted on
the things they were able to change and distributed copies to the right
people at higher levels and in other user groups. A foilow-up meeting was
held in May of this year to review the impact of the report. Let me

5 reconmend an excellent article in the forthcoming issue of Special Libraries
(November)--called "Dialog with DDC"--which is noteworthy because it was
written, in collaboration, by Joan Sweeney of the Committee on Information7 1 Hangups and Hernan Miles, Deputy Director of DDC.

DDC has since conriissioned Auerbach Associates to do a 10-year
requirements and planning study, which has recently been completed. It will
be interesting to learn the results of a comparison of this with the Hangups
report.

I Since the DDC study, Hangups has und.rtaken to examine GPO and its
problems. As you may know, because some of you received the questionnaire,
a sampling of the GPO user community was surveyed to learn, among other

j things, how they use the Monthly Catalog, how they acquire their GPO
Sdocuments, what they think of document delivery. This time the SLA

Government Information Services Committee, with a small grant from SLA,
coordinated the effort and worked in conjunction with Hangups as well as
the Association of Law Librarians.

The survey has been completed and evaluated. The final report, Ij understand, will be published very soon in Speciai Libraries. Since GPO
staff members cooperated fully with the Hanoups subconmiittees and have
attended our meetings, we can hope for serious attention from GPO as well
as the Joint Committee on Printing to the results of the survey.

I can't measure the extent of the influence of CIH on the oirth of
otner user groups--but we received a lot of mail from people who wanted to
know how to organize one. Let me refer you to the article by Ruth Smith in
"S�ecial Libraries, "The User Group Technique in Action" (January 1973).
Under tie sponsorship of the DDC office of customer relations, the fifth

I annual Science and Technology Information Seminar was held in New Haven
in April 1970. The chairman of Hangups was invited to chair a panel to
describe "the use of a small local group to present and work out problems
with DDC." In the same invitation was included the information that DDC
had decided to give up its large customer-relations mreetings in favor of
small meetings like Hangups, which DDC found more fruitful. DDC regional
user groups were instituted. The Los Angeles Area Regional Users Council5was begun in 1970 and produced its report of the user-supplier interface as
it looked from the west coast. By 1971, there were 40 similar user groups
established to communicate with the DDC management. Some of these have

I survived and been active, some have not.

To conclude: We know CIH has the special advantage of being here in
* the National Capitol area where it has been able to establisn first-hand

! communication with the suppliers of information services. In any region
or locality, there are probably several libraries or information facilities
which at first look have little in common. But, if the military librarian
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and tne business librarian and the local government librarian get together,
they will find they are consumers who deal with at least some of the same
information sources.

This is a decade of dynamic change for us. None of us doubts that as
networks grow, and federal information sources grow and change, there will
be effects on our own facilities that we will have to deal with.

One thing we can learn from the Hangups experience is that a co,-,,erted
voice will get attention. And, in time, they'll be asking your opinion.
And, in time, they may even be wondering what they ever did without you!
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STREAMLINING PURCHASING OPERATIONS

Mrs. Armstrong
Navy Regional Procurement Office

teachI work for the Navy Regional Procurement Office in Washington. I do
teach d course on procurement. It is a Navy-sponsored course but it does
cover all U0i activities in the Washington area. We in the Navy are tasked
by uOb to conduct this course. I have found through my experience that this
course is exceilent to give people a background on why we in the procurement
field say, "Hey, you can't do that today." Unfortunately, people in
procurement operate under ASPR, that is the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations, which were formalized in 1947. Again, we find in dealing with
librarians and libraries that most of the requirements can be handled
utilizing small purchase procedures, and people say, "Small nurchase, hey,
just submit the request to the purchase shop, and we get it. We know it
really doesn't work that way.

In 1974, Public Law 93-356 was passed. This allowed the use of small
purchase procedures up to 10,000 dollars. Prior to that, it was up to
2,500 dolldrs. We nave 17 exceptions undur the formally advertised law.
Exception three happens to be the small purchase procedure. As I say, most
libraries really do streamline their procurement function and can handle
most of their requests under the small purchase procedures.

When we get into procurement we go into an area of who has procurement
authority. We look into ASPR and ASPR states that we have certain procurement I
activities, and the head of a procurement activity is not necessarily the
nead of a purchase function. So, especially when you get down to your small
libraries, you say, "Well, they're the head of my procurement shop"; and 1
say, "No, I really don't have procurement autnority." We'll have to go back
to ASPR and look around and see. O.K., I am an HPA, Head of Procuring
Activity. I cannot even issue an order. I cannot even issue a BPA call
(and most of you should be familiar with BPA cails, hopefully) until I get
procurement authority. My job in the Navy in the Washington area is granting
procurement authority to various activities. So, when you look at authority
it is not just necessarily placing the order.

First of all, you must have a grant of authority. The grant of
authority is from ASPR down to an HPA, a head of a procuring activity who
re-delegates the authority to what we call a Contracting Officer. This is
not only in the Navy; it's in the Air Force and it's in the Army. The
Contracting Officer is the only person who nas authority to commit the
government. We also Know in government procurement that the Contracting
Officers are few. Therefore, lie has buyers who normally handle all the
paper work, negotiate the contract, recommerd the award, not necessarily
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make the award but recommend the award. Along the same line, we have people
that we call Ordering Officers. We have found in my particular job that

S! most of the libraries have Ordering Officers in our definition. Some of
j the Ordering Officers are delegated by the BPA maneuver. Some are actually

delegated by the HPA. If you have no Contracting Officer authority and you
are a tenant activity iocatod on a base that has procurement authority, you
may not necessarily have procurement authority. So, you have to check all
this out. Our Ordering Officers are generally people who are limited to a
specific dollar amount. Under ASPR that limitation is generally 500 dollars,I! unless you are placing an order against a specific type of contract.

We have found that most of the procurement of the books and periodicals
you handle uses small purchase orocedures. Again, this is exception three
under ASPR 2304A3. We have certain procedures that we must follow even under
small purchase orders. It is a Public Law and yov ,mut have a Contracting
Ofticer's signature. It's not just something that your buyer over in a shop
somewhere says, "Hey, you can't do that." They are going by rules and
regulations. They have trieO to streamline the rules and regulations under
small purchase procedures, but I say you don't have to formally advertise.

3 You can negotiate. But negotiate under a specific set of guidelines.
No-mally, this is what the buyer is trying to relate to people of all sets--
not only librarians. We tried to negotiate competition on a limited basis.
Our ASPR says to'at we will generally contact three suppliers. Sometimes,
you'll find as you're dealing with people that you can only have one
supplier. Then you say O.K., we must document to sole source. I'm sure
everyone has heard that horrible term, sole source, right? That's when

j there is only one source that meets the requirement. So, under small
purchase we say competition is limi~ed, documentation is minimal, and the
solicitations are generally oral. We don't fill out a long, involved,
28-page form and send it out to a contractor. In many cases, we can award

I•- on an all or none basis if we have a listing of many items. We can award
in an all or none situation as long as we inform the contractor that we are

1 going to award in an ill or none situation.

Then we get into the area of the purchase requirement. Now, this covers
everything that you want to procure using appropriated funds. When you get

I into the non-appropriated fund situation, I suggest that you check further
because normally I'm just involved in appropriated funds. Every purchase
request, every purchase action, has to start with what we call in procurement

g a purchase request. Someone must initiate that purchase request. You should
not pick up the phone and call the contractor and tell him to send the
inaterial. We must. again, g~nerate a form and on the purchase request we
must have certain data. It's up to the requiring activity to determine the
requirement, the qi'ntity, and the delivery date. Under his delivery date,
if he determines the requirement to be the next day, he may pay a more
expensive price. If he knows he can use the requirement within 2 months,J that allows ample time and we are going to pay a normal price.

The requiring activities must also certify that regular supply channels
arc not being circumvLnted. We're not going to a non-government source when
we can get the items from a government source. Again, this is normally
verified ;n the procurement shop.
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Another requirement of the requiring activity is the authentication of
funds. The procurement shop does not have control of your funds. You have
the responsibility, generally, for your funds. By an authori7ed signature
on that purchase request, you're stating that we have these funds available
for that procurement action. If you don't want us to exceed those funds,
you should tell us on the purchase request, "DO NOT EXCEED FUNDS."
Otherwise, it's usually open. Within each DOD activity I know that people
set certain guidelines. if it's i•i excess of 10 dollars, -hey will call the
requiring activity. Most of the regulations state that you, the requesting
activity, should tell us don't exceed the funds unless you contact us. In
today's economy you may have ordered the book last year for 25 dollars.
This year it's 50 dollars and, with budget restraints, we all have to be
very award of this.

k The responsibility of the procuring activity. Now this may be your
buyer sitting in your shop or it may be a large procurement shop. When
we're dealing with the Navy Supply Center in Norfolk,you may be out at
Little Creek and have to send your requiremenrs into the supply center in
Norfolk. You can lose the feeling of being an individual; but the buyers,
regardless of where they're located, have certain responsibilities. They
must insure, first of all, that competition is available and obtain
competition where possible. This is a matter of la4. If it is not possible
to be openly competitive, then, they must assure themselves that it is sole
source. Generally, this is by some documentation submitted by a library or
any other requiring activity. We all have the same rules and regulations.
Under ASPR, it doesn't state that I must have a source as a purchasing
agent. It should be up to me to purchase the items that the requestor is
asking on the request. In the Navy we ask the requester to please fill a
recommended source; and, again, the requirement is from the buyer to determine
the source and make the source. The buyer again will look at it--Do we have
a government source, yes or no, and make that type of decision.

They have other decisions to make o,1 rotations of suppliers. Then they
must accomplish all the administrative paper work. They have to administer
the purchase order or contract or delivery order or BPA call. It goes all
through the requirements.

We have various methods of procurement. The best method that we have
found for the procurement of books and periodicals and routine supplies is
the blanket purchase agreement method of procurement. The procurement shop
will establish an agreement with a vendor. In that agreement they authorize
BPA callers. These are what we refer to as Ordering Officers. Again, to be
an Ordering Officer you have to determine procurement authority. Generally,
these Ordering Officers are authorized up to 500 dollars. In the purchase
shop the purchasing personnel are authorized to place BPA calls up to
5,000 dollars. This is with the i974 ASPR. So, if you have a large order,
it could be conceivably placed for 5,000 dollars, if you're in the purchasing
shop. in the library, generally, it's 500 dollars per BPA call.

How does the BPA work? The purchase request is received. The call is
made to the contractor. The contractor provides the price of the item and
the delivery date. The purchase request is documented and distributed to
either the receiving activity or the paying activity. Finally, the material
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S I is received and then the invoice is received. It is certified and sent to
the paying office for payment, hopefully. I know that's another problem.
Not only libraries are facing this problem, but everybody else is facing

I• this problem. You just don't hear this from one group of people. You hear
this from every segment in the procurement field that payment is a problem.
I have a few friends in the paying activities 3nd they are blaming the
procurement activities. It's just a vicious circle. It's a matter of
training. Everything has to te absolutely right. You don't want to
duplicate a punyment to a -:ontractot, but it is d problem. Everyone is

3 Iworking on tCe problem.
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